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Dally Maxim

Vai her Forecast
I
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Cloudy With Rain or
Suow; Somewhat
Cooler

VOL. XXXIV.
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110.

NO.

SAYS

HE WILL TALK
IN COURT

live the quiet life of a retired gentleman after the conclusion of peace,
according to a letter from him received here today. The recipient la
a naval officer, who was an Intimate
friend of the murdered ruler.
In the letter King ueorge express-- !
ed his joy at the success of the

NO SALARIES FOR

THE

OFFICERS

cqnfi-dei'c-

.1

li M I tinnn

rlCl t
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CAME TO SALONIKA
SHORT TIME AGO, AFTER

the jubilee of his reign celebrated, WILL STATE HIS REASONS IN
FULL IN A MESSAGE IN NEAR
the king would leave the throne to
THE WAR BEGAN.
FUTURE
his son. He intended to live in Denmark, but would spend two months
of each year in Paris
MONARCH
NEW
IS READY
Before settling down, however, his NEW COUNTIEURE KILLED
majesty wished to make a tour of
world and particularly desired OFFICIAL DISAPPROVAL IS GIVEN
the
PRINCE
CONSTANTINE
WILL
to see America and visit tne Panama
TAKE THE THRONE WITH-OUTO AGUILAR AND SUMNER
canal.
T

ANY DELAY.

March 19. Aleko SchiSalouiki,
nas, murderer of King George 1 of
Greece, appears to have lived niucn
abroad. He returned to this city
only when it was occupied by the
Greek army after the surrender of
the Turkish garrison.
The premeditation of the regicide
appears to be established by the fact
that Schinas lurked in hiding. He
rushed out when his royal victim was
only six feet from his hiding place
and fired point-blaninto the bacu
of the king. The shooting occurred
only a few yards from police headquarters.
Lieutenant Colonel
Fraiicoudis,
who was
the king's
walking beside his royai master, immediately drew his revolver. Schi-na- s
turned and fired at the
but the Bhot went wild. Two
Cretan military policemen, who were
acting as an escort to the king,
dashed at Schinas and pinioned ma
aims before ne coula xire again.
When Francoudis saw that" the assassin had been arrested, he turned
to King George, who, he supposed,
had escaped unscathed, and was horrified to find his majesty stretched
upon the roadway".
Francoudis raised tne stricken
monarch's head from the pavement,
but the king was already unconscious
and he never spoke again.
Soldiers who had been summoned
by the shots lifted the king from the
ground and carried him to a hospital.
He expired on the way without recovering consciousness.
When questioned by the police
Schinas replied:
"You have courts.
I will speak

Queen is Prostrated
Athens March 10. Queen Olga of
Greece was too prostrated by tbe
news of the fate of her husband to
sail for Saloniki last night, hut she
left today. When her sons. Prince
George and Prince Andre, communicated the news of the tragedy to her
she fell fainting in their arms and
only to swoon again. This

County Officers
Certainly Need
Sympathy

CITY EDITION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1913.

BANDITS PLEAD GUILTY.
Chicago, March 19 Robert WeDD
and Thomas Burke, two leaders of
the automobile bandits who terrori-

during

the winter,

pleaded guilty to burglary today and
were ordered to prison under the in-

--

'

OP-- C,

zed this city

COUNTY

Greek armies and the rapid and efficient reorganization of Greek defensive fortes. He told of his satisface
MURDERER OF KING GEORGE OF tion at the nation's display of
GOVERNOR, FOR THE THIRD TIME
ir.
Crown
Constantine
Prince
GREECE IS RETICENT TO
IN 60 DAYS, VETOES, A WAGE
after his recent acnievements and
ACT
THE POLICE.
said be often had been inclined to
J abdicate, but would not do so during
MAN
HAS TrtAVF.I.Fn
SAYS AMOUNTS
ARE HIGH
MlIfHie country's unprosperous period.
The letter concludes by saying that
ONLY

The

determinate sentence law, which imposes a minimum of one year and a
maximum of 21.
Webb will be tried later on a
charge of murdering Detective Peter
Hart, whom he is alleged to have
shot while evading arrest.
Webb and Burke having pleaded

guilty to the burglary charge, James
Perry, the reputed "brains" of the
auto bandits, went to trial on a
Five
charge of highway robbery.
other alleged bandits will be tried in
rotation.

THE REBELS ARE

THE SUBWAY SYSTEM.
New York, March 19. The city

to-

if hat is

mm

day entered into an agreement wui
its two principal street railway companies for the operation of the new
ON
$300,000,000
subway system now under construction. Contracts signed
by the public service commission and
the companies provide for the opera-- 1
tion of the subway under tne
"dual system"
j
The city and the traction compan- CITIZENS EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS
ATTACK ON MEXICAN GULF COAST
ies unite in contributing to the cost
CITY EXPECTED TO OCCUR
of construction; the railways will op-- .
THE FORUM.
SOON
erate the new lines and the city will
share in the profits of operation
a certain percentage.
above
LACK0FKNOWLECOE.0NESAYS
ACTS
AMERICAN COMMANDER
The signing of the final agreements
today marked the end of four years
DECLARES
PEOPLE WOULD BE
FORBIDS THE BOMBARDMENT OF of negotiations.
BOOSTERS
IF THEY RECOG-NIZEUNITED
EMPALME WHERE

wmi

CLOSING

LAS

VEGAS?"

nUAYMAS

D

STATES CITIZENS DWELL
SOME CHEAP BOOKS
Denver, March 19. The house this
morning passed an act authorizing the GENERAL OJEDA
IS BOXED
secretary of state to sell all old session laws at 25 cents a volume and
coiies of the revised statutes of Colo- UNABLE TO GET OUT, FEDERAL
BEGINS
rado at $3 a volume.
COMMANDER.
LAST NIGHT
The senate killed the Tieray bill
RAILWAYS
for a constitutional amendment putSanta Fe, N. M March 19. Before ting into effect a modified single tax
Xogales, Ariz., March 19. One thouleaving for El Paso last night to at- system. The vote was 18 to 16. The sand fprlpinlj nre pnt reiiclieri at Em- tend the cattlemen's convention, Gov- senate postponed consideration of the
Guaynias, while state
ernor W. C. McDonald vetoed the boiing contest bill until Wednesday, palme. opposite
ave mobilizing in strong forces
troops
Both houses today accepted the conoouiiiy salaries bill, the third on that
at Ortiz, a few miles to the north on
ference report on the game and fish
subject to be vetoed within a
the
Sonora railroad, report refugees
session of the legislature. The gover- - bill, and the bill now goes to the gov- who
arrived here today. The federals
ernor.
w;n iater
a veio message
may be enforced by landing
only
lm,, f0rtn njB reaS0us for this action.
at the California gulf port.
troops
SUICIDE'S NAME LEARNED.
It 1b unofficially understood he holds
The
States cruiser Colorado
United
Chicago, March 19. The identity
tliat the salaries are uniformly too
in. Guaymas harbor, its comremains
high. The governor vetoed bills creat- of the man who committed suicide
mander having forbidden, it Is said,
ing Sumner county and Aguilar coun- In a sleeping car here yesterday .was any bombardment of Empalme, where
ty, a new fence law and a bill permit- established at the inquest today when a
large American colony is located.
ting oil and coal leases on state lands, Lillian Jordan, 14 years old, testified The state troops at Ortiz have not
was
that
the suicide
her
and a portion of the general approAll
James C. Jordan, a farmer of Whit-tie- artillery suited for hombardment.
priation bill.
v
at
is
as
Hermosillo,
quiet
reported
Ga'iif.
He was never an attorThis completes action on all bills
the capital of the insurgent state.
left with the governor by the legisla- ney in San Francisco, she said. Jordan's wife preceded Dim here to
ture which adjourned March 14.
Ojeda in Tight Box
medical attention. She was
The governor took the following acMarch 19. Ojeda's fed- Naco,
Ariz.,
to attend the inquest.
tion on the appropriation bill.
erals, trapped by state troops around
Senate Bill No. 201, providing funds
Xaco, continue destruction of the raily

GLAD

i

TO LEAVE

RESOURCES.

CHICAGO.

Chicago, March 19. James Takk
one of tbe government witnesses lot
the case charging A. C. Frost and
four others with Alaska coal land
frauds, said he was "drun glad to get
out of this burg," today when Judge
Lflndis excused him.
Takk, a Klondike miner, expressed
his desire to get back to California
with suqh profound sincerity that a
titter went around the court room.
Charles S. Hubbell, a former govern- ment employe who surveyed the
lands involved in the case, testified
the lands showed no trace of mineral other than coal.

RAILROADS,

DECLARES OTHER

AND
RATES ARE PROHIBITIVE
KEEP NEW INDUSTRIES FROM
LOCATING

HERE.

"Wbat ails Las Vegas';'"
"A lack of knowledge and consj-quelack of enthusiasm," says W.
J. Lucas, president of the Commercial club.
"Selfishness" is the reply of Isaac
Davis, a prominent West side mer-

nt

chant

d

"Discriminatory railroad rates and
of jealousy," declared Dr.
E. Olney, an old resident and con
sistent booster.
At the first meeting of tie Forum
of Las Vegas, which was held last
night at Temple Montefiore, prominent men of the community endeavored to present to the audience present their ideas of what is the matter
67
ists and dramatists.
is
Lepine
years old, a veteran of the Franco- - With Las Vegas.
German war and a former governory1 Dr. Jacob Landau, who organized
the Forum and who Is a consistent
of Algeria.
worker for the welfare of las Vegas,
in
opening the meeting declared that
ILLINOIS IS LIBERAL.
could see now, better than ever
he
and making appropriations for the sec- HIM
A
19.
March
bid
HVV TO
Springfield, ill.,
ways to the south, thus preventing
before, what is the matter with this
ond and third fiscal years, etc., is apof
a
commission
creating
consisting
IU UU
which
the arrival of Cabral's group,
community. He Baid !t ws evirtftn.
proved except as to the , following
j i
necessary before the , tcorejbined the goyeifiorand seven others, Xo, .be, that'tfie
people uo net take au Interas
the
the
items, which are hereby disapproved,
by
governor,
move
appointed
constitutionalist
forces may
1HE
QUICK
est
in
their
Panama-PacifiIn
included
which
are
city, else a large crowd
of
all
commission to the
approbatagainst the border town.
attended
have
would
the meeting last
in
ions provided for the second and
San
at
exposition
Francico,
Ojeda's plight proved still more
attendance was small.)
(The
night.
was
senate
third fiscal years:
in
introduced
the
1915,
was
it
when
DO NOT serious today
TARIFF REVISIONISTS
m"j9
Dr. Landau said the people of a city
Sec. No. 6, State auditor: Salary cf
known that just 216 of his men are today and referred to the appropriaEXPECT
TO WASTE MUCH
should think it tho best city in the
honor.
chief clerk and voucher clerk, to be
tions
The
committee.
appropriation
held by United States troops, here.
TIME ON SCHEDULE.
"I bring this news to the knowledge available after March 15, 1913, ?3,000.
is provided for an Illi- world and should always work for
Ojeda had less than 500 men when of $500,000
devoted
I
of my army, to which have
State treasurer, salary of additionnois
building and expenses of the its best interests. He said they
Washington, March 19. Quick tar- ho defeated the state troops last week.
unsuccess- al clerk. $900, to be available after
should be willing to give up social
commission.
my whole life and to which
Orozeo
Antonio Rojas, the former
iff revision along lines acceptable to
and, if necessary, sacrifice-sompleasure,
ful and successful wars have indisso- March 15, 1913, at the rate of $75 a
is reported with 400 men
the
democratic
leaders
general,
both
houses
oi
mm
u
to
time that should be devoted to
mouth durjn the remainder of the fis
lubly bound me. I declare
of congress, was the oDject of a con- near Cumpas, 100 miles south of this BRITAIN CLAIMS SUPREMACY.
I will
In order to work for the adbusiness
at
its
head,
cal year.
marching always
Indon, March 19. The British vancement and welfare of their home
ference called for today between point. His position In the ensuiig
never cease to concentrate my solid-- j
of
tlle
court,
supreme
salary
t)erk
ranking tariff revisionists of the revolt is doubtful, and resenting his army possesses the best aeroplane community.
tude on my land and sea forces, whose $3,000.
in the senate nd the house. intrusion from Chihuahua state, state In the world and has secretly perparty
reDr. Landau explained briefly the
Salary of
glorious exploits have brought
Corporation commission.
(The conference, marking the com troops are on the way to drive him fected a flying machine far superior objects of the forum, saying it was
nown to our fatherland."
insurance department, clerk $1,800
to
in
the possession of other Baany
pletion of the tariff revision bill in back into the eastward border state.
stions.
This announcement was made for the purpose of discussing topics
calary of record clerk $1,200; salary all essential particulars by the house
of local and general interest, partic;of stenographer, $900.
Belonged to Anarchistic School.
Will Close Smelter
today in the house of commons by
ways and means committee, was
then,"
t"aim
Ineur-- a
school of which Schinas ws
ularly with the ambition to inculcate
The
of
0
Salarv
fsl,1)erintendent
of
Colonel
smelJohn
19.
secretary
The
Zeeiy,
Pressed to say who ne was
Tucson, Ariz., March
as a move to get together on
was known as the "Ergati- - ance t0 March 15 m3.
among the people a spirit of local
leader
common ground and to smooth the ter at Cananea, Sonora, Mex., must state for war. It caused a great senwhat was tbe motive of the crime,
national patriotism. He said the
and
kon Kentroh' or cntr for workmn,
members.
the
he replied:
way for the launching of the first close down within a week, says Dr. sation among
was to do things, not simfly
forum
M.
said
was
Parxhams,
todaj by
"Take me to the police statiou so it
democratic tariff in many years un-i- I. D. Ricketts, general manager of the
Dr Landau's reto
discuss
comes from CHICAGO ROADS WILL
(uem
who
merchant
a
Greek
that crowds shall not maltreat "me. 1
a policy of swift, harmonious n. Cananea Consolidated Copper comwere
with applause.
received
marks
Voio.
will speak there."
pany.
Epes Randolph, general man- TURKISH ARMY SAYS
Dr. F. B. 0 f y was the first epeik-er- .
had not flourished
institution
The
BE' HAMPERED BADLY A conference lately between Seno ager of the Southern Pacific of MexOn reaching the police station he
He stated that he would not
when it was raided by the govico, received this notification today.
'.ors Simmons, Hoke Smith, Williams,
gave his name and a few particulars long
A VICTORY into ancient history; that if he told
WON
IT
two-osua
ernment
least
authorities
fx
Dr. Ricketts said that continued cutabout himself.
Hughes and Chairman Underwood
the honest truth about what Is the
its leaders, a doctor and a lawyer,
THE RAILWAY TRAINMEN WILL ind other
members of the house ting of the railway by state troops had
Body Is Removed.
matter with Las Vegas he probably
Into prison under three
ol OFFICIAL REPORTS DECLARE BUL
The body of the late King George were thrown
STFIKE IF DEMANDS ARE NOT
Kays and means committee resulted, maae impossible any inovement
would create a sensation. Dr. Olney
sentences.
months'
ho'.
Schinas,
of Greece was embalmed today and
in the general
ACCEDED TO
p'.snt, whh emplov
SARIANSWERE DEFEATED AT
understanding that fuel to thS
stated that the railways have always
The authorities Bei:;n
"
removed from the hospital at the pal. ever, escaped.
tariff rates will be thoroughly con- - 4,500 men with a monthly payroll of
TCHATALJA LINES
discriminated against Las Vegas. He
a uumber of books and
pamphlets
ace on a stretcher borne by his sou,
$"00,000. The Cananea property, lo-Chi; a;;o. March 19. Traffic on 19 sldered jointly by the house and
showed bow manufacturing interests
school which conthe
by
published
!
Prince Nicholas, and several superentering Chicago, including ;'ate committees and Senator Wilson cated below Naco, Arizona, is control-Constantinople, March 19. A
could have been
indnceu to ccme
doctrines denouncn
interests of New my ja ofrioilliv claimed for the Turk- ior officers of the Greek army. The tained anarchistic
west trunk before tariff revision actually in the
by the
the principal east and
had n.n the rate? offered by
here
York.
stretcher was followed by & strange- ing the king.
battle which the roads been prohibitive. Dr. Olieh forces in a
lines, may be tied up today in case of house.
The four senators, all members of
ly diversified procession, consisting
the failure of A. F. Whitney, vice
lasted until early today along the ney said Las Vegas nad failed in the
New King
of regular troops in their campaign
Alleged Rebels Airrested.
pr(,E,d(Mlt of the Brotherhood of- Rail- - the finance committee, took up a
Tchatalja lines defending the cit.
past to develop its surrounding reConstant-nroh 19.-- Klng
.Tanina,
Monterey, Mex., March 19. The
Tralnmen to reafh an nRPeemont number of contested questions conoutfit, officers in brilliant uniforms,
The Ottoman trodps took the offen- sources. He said this was the result
of Greece, left for;
mayor of Monterey, Nlcolo Zam bra-n- sive, opening the attack by an ad- of the fact that this
wf(h
clergy, civilians, Cretans, Greeks, ine, the new king
genoral manaKPrg of the rail. cerning tariff rates today, out no
point formerly
and two city officials, Manuel vance of their right wing, which pro- was the
Mussulmans and peoples of the var- Saloniki today after handing over tO;
to compromise differences and
The Bwltchmen and gwitch
center for cattle and
trading
command
rhief
arthe
were
General
Alfredo
Pnnglis
Teres,
ious Balkan races in kaleidoscopic
,nvo,ve(1
ceeded as far as Sivaskeui, Kalifakeui. sheep men for a radius of 250 miles.
They demand reach definite conclusions was made. Anaya and
of the Greek army.
costums.
tjme &nA ft hfl)f f()r oVerttne Sundays It is planned to have a number of rested today on a charge of rebellion Large forces of Bulgarians were en- - The pocple were too busy making
When the telegram announcing
Soldiers of the Greek light infant
conferences between the two houses and sent by special train to Mexico countered at those pdaces and P.er.-noll(iays and
tnoney to pay any attention to the
last
night-him
to
was
road
surrounded
kilts
ry In their quaint
dayB
beginning in about ten days, when City by order of the district judge. fighting soon spread along the whole resources of the immediate country.
the humble military : stretcher as a (he prince was so overcome that he. A meeting was an.anged for this
the tariff bills will be considered in
front. The Turkish- - troops drovo tbe Dr. Olney said the dairy interests
unable fully to grasp its purport. ,enloon Bf(er lt wa8 shown that only detail.
guard of honor. The procession on
MORE WHITE CHRISTIANS
Bulgarians from their trenches and should be fostered and that Laa Veits way to the palace passed the After It had been rend to him a see- - 2oo men out of 6,483 had voted against
.Christ- took possession.
Dawson, Y. T., March
gas people should do their trading at
spot where King George was shot ond time he burst into leers and for a
Arbitration of the matter
has been carried to tbe blonde
Turkish center then advanced home. This latter policy, ho declarCattle Men Ready.
The
ianity
down yesterday.
a consideratiie time was quite ovm- - waa j,!ft to tho executive committee
El Paso, Tex., March 19 Contracts Eskimos. Among the northernmost and stormed the heights in their front ed, would
go a long way toward
'
On arrival at the palace, military come with grief.
are already being written by Mexl-jan- d
remotest of the white peoples from which they routed the Bur making Las Vegas a prosperous comcomposed of 25 railroad men.
was
were
honors
rendered. The body
eau cattle ralners designed to absorb whose existence, even, was unknown riana at the point of the bayonet, Olh- munity.
.
.
,
.1
,
.1
nn.. ulXieUBU
New Yorkers Knew Him
Kt..tltnnJ WUIIU ....III
nnn.fnjl er columns of Turkish troops captured
BOOZE CAUSES KILLING
placed on a bier in the main chamber
IU IU1UI rtUUH W1U. fjA
UUUI n:w.
UJ UIW UVIUAOU
any
Lack of unity, selfishness and a
Sohi-j
New York, March 19. Alcco
and the Greek metropolitan offered a
fox ton, Colo., March 19. Cecil the special session of congress may by the explorer Villdalmar Stefannsen several heights held by Bulgarians to tendency to boost for the
things
prayer. As the civil and military au- nas, the assassin of King George oflnu.Uen8( aliaa E H nped, aged !55,jmake in the cattle list, according to a year ago, the Rev Mr. Fry, a
the south of the Turkish, lines. ,
which are doubtful of success rather
thorities filed past many of them
was a man of education andjgot nj3 wlfe t the Reynolds ranch,; County Judge W. W. Bogel of JIarra, elonary of the Church of England, Is
The casualties have not been ascer- than those which are mire to brlns
burst into tears.
a confirmed anarcnist, according io 'three miles from here late yesterday Texas, who i here attending the now at work. The fact Is reported 1 y tained, but the commanders declare Increased
prosperity, were a few of
A guard of honor
consisting of information obtained by Demetrios N. and then shot himself dying Instantly. Texas cattle raisers annual conven- - j Mergcant Dempster of the Canadian that the losses of both armies were the things Isaac Davis declared are
lat-Greek captains and priests, the
riotassl, Greek consul in this city. The Mrs. Dickens died an hour after the tion.
northwest mounted police, who return- - very heavy.
the matter with Las ega9. Ho salil
ter continually chanting prayers, will man nursed a grudge against the king, shooting, which was in the
Marfa is the county seat of lie-- 1 turned yesterday from Herschel la- i
that good, practical boosting
be stationed around the body until Mr. BotassI was told by Greeks In of Mrs. Dickens' sister, Miss Oletaj sidio, one of tne big Texas border 'land.
CASE IS CONTINUED
do more good than working for someit is removed for burial.
this city today, who knew Schinas Radford, and the two children of the counties. Judge Bogel said Mexican
related that the
Serire:.nt.
Kansas City, March 19. The hear- thing of nn impractical nature. Mr,
Miss Radford told the
cattlemen are stipulating In thoir missionary left for Lambert, In Union ing of the contempt case against Wil- Davis explained
well, because the government had couple.
by etatin that it
Intended to Retire.
a school of anarchism which thorities that Dickens and her sister contracts for uelivery that if the and Delta straits, late last summer, liam R. Nelson, editor and owner of would bo
lropr.net lent, rmtil the comCopenhagen, Denmark, March 19.
Schinas had established at Voio, the. both had been drinking before the United States congress reduces the accompanied by four McKenzie Delta the Kansas City Star, was continue!
munity has grown, a p&trisam h
The late King George of Greece had ehief city of Tnessaly. Schinas wasitiagedy. The family came here three tariff the price paid them for cattle F.skimos. His news Is the first brought
today until next Wednesday at the
Intended to abdicate the throne and!,orn n Voio.
mm. I be Increased proportionately.
months a'TO from Jacksonville, 111.
from the Arctic coast since.
request of attorneys for both side.
(Coir
k

aide-decam-

happened several times and physicians were called in to quiet her.
All the princes and princesses of
the royal family accompany their
mother to Saloniki. The chamber of
s
deputies met today and Premier
formally announced the death of
King George and the succession of
King Constantine.
New Ruler Addresses Subjects
From the fortress of Janina, which
he recently captured from the Turks,
King Constantine addressed his first
message to the Greek army today. It
was as follows:
"The outrage on the sacred person
of King George deprives us of our
leader' at a moment very, critical for
the Hellenic nation. I am called by
providence to succeed my never-to-beover
throne
on
tbe
father
forgotten
and
which he so long shed luster
Veni-zelo-

step-fathe-

r,

PARIS CHIEF RESIGNS.
Paris, March 19. Louis Lepine,
head of the Paris police for 20 years,
resigned today. He has been often
caJled "the most famous chief of police in the world" and has acted
in hundreds of celebrated cases His
name has been made almost a household word through its use by novel-
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0ILLS DISPOSED

Tou Marvel How Worst Skin Eruptions Disappear as Result of
Famous Remedy.

OF NOW

DISTRICT GRAND JURY OF SANTA
FE COUNTY ACTS IN GRAFT
CASES

Santa Fe, X. XI., Man-- 1. Charged with having solicited a bribe, Ijjie
R. Moutoya, Manuel Cordova, Julian
Trujilio and J. P. Lucero, members of
If yon have been fighting some blood
the house of of the First state legis- trouble,
some eruptive skin disease, call
it eczema, lupus, psoriasis, malaria,
lature, were Indicted by the grand KTOfula
or what you will, there Is but
sure, safe way to cure It. Ak at
Jury in the district court here yester one
- .
nw for a tl lilt V, ..,1a nf
Hmr
day. Mcntoya and Cordova are from; g & g 8nd you nre then c'n the roaJ to
Taos and Trojillo and Lucero are from health. The actio.i of this remarkable
Is Just as direct, Jurt as positive.
Rio Arriba. Roods are being arranged remedy
Just as certain in its influence as that
sun
rises in the east. It is one of
the
for the men.
rare medical forces which act in
The text of one indictment, which those
the bkxid with the same degree of ceris similar to the others, is as follows: tainty that is found in all natural tenThe manner in which it domThe grand jurors for the state of dencies.
inates and control the mysterious transNew Mexico taken front the body of ference of rich, red, pure arterial Wood
fur the diseased venous blood is margood and lawful men of the county of velous.
Santa Fe aforesaid duly selected, em
Out through every skin pore acids.
and other blood impurities are
paneled, sworn and charged at the perms
in the form of Invisible vapor.
forced
for
in
and
to
term aforesaid,
enquire
The lungs breathe It out, the liver is
to consume a great proportie county of Santa Fe, aforesaid, up- stimulated
the stomach and intion of
on their oaths do present that XIanuel testines impurities,
cease to convey into the blood
Cordova, late of the coun'y Of Santa stream the catarrhal, malarial germs;
f1- kidneys, bladder and all
on the',"
Fe, state of New Xlexico.
of the body are marshalled
in
the
year io a fitting force to expel every ves-o- f
eighteenth day of March,
of eruptive disease.
our Lord one thousand nine
There is scarcely a communitv
ban-j
and twelve at the county of
vhtre lnlt wh;lt has Hs livinK examillo
f
the wonderful curative effects of
1a Fe, aforesaid, then and there
Get a bottle of this famous
S. f. S.
lng a duly elected and qualified
t(M,;iy an(1 )f your caS(, , gfub.
the
born
or
of
ber of the first state legislature
peculiar write to The Swift Spe- r- Ga:
fw!ft
;
ttate of New Mexico, towit: a member The.r medical
is famous and
of the house of representatives of theji,, conducted by renowned experts in
FkIn diseases.
first Mate legislature of the state jf
:
New Mexico and while the said first.' Manuel
and there being
New
ihen
state
of
Cordova,
the
Bta'e legislature of
Mexico was holding its first session a duly elected and qualified member
the first state legislature of the
under die provisions of the constitu-jo- i
tion of the state of New Mexico and state of New Mexico, contrary to the
then and there having before it, among! laws of the state of New Mexico and
other things, for its deliberations and against the peace and dignity of the
consideration the election of two sen- - state of New Mexico."
atora of the United States In con- - The four members of the house were
n
press for the state of New Xlexico, j a rrested in room 44 at the Palace
snd there unlawful!?, felonio'.is'y itel in a sensational manner March 18,
and corruptly did solicit, take and re-- , while the legislature was in session
reive of and from one Elfego Baca five and during the senatorial contest,
hvndred dollars, lawful money of the! The arrest was made by A. A. Sena
Vnlted States of America, for the vote of Las Vegas, a member of the state
and Influence of him, the said XIanuel mounted police force. The four men
Cordova, as a member of the said were accused of having accepted some
first state legislature of the state ofj$."i0 apiece from Klfego Raca of Ber-NeMexico, and the said XIanuel r.alillo county.
Cordova then and there promised and ' As was reported at the time, the
with the said Elfeno Baca tolfieer wa3 concealed in the bathroom
Tote and use the influence of him, the' adjoining room 44 at the hotel. The
suit! Manuel Cordova, as a member of four accused men, it was said, entered
first state legislature in the matter the room and had accepted $300 each
of the election of two senators of the from the hands of Attorney Elfego
United States in congress for the ' Baca.
state of New Mexico, as he, (he- said j The house members at the time,
Elfego Baca,, would and should direct, signed resignations from the house of
command and instruct, contrary to representatives and spent some time
.the laws of the state of New Xlexico in jail before they were released. Dur.
in such case made and provided ahd ing a somewhat sensational trial
the peace and dignity of the, fore a special committee of the bouse
which followed,
the four members
state of New Xlexico.
And the grand jurors aforesaid- - duly were reseated In the house with ail
elected, empaneled, sworn and charg-e- l rights and privileges of that body,
as aforesaid, upon their oaths afore, They served throughout the first sessaid, do present that XIanuel Cordova, sion and had Just finished the second
late of the county of Santa Fe, state session last week.
It is said that information against
of New Xlexico, on the eighteenth day
of Xlarch, in the year of our Lord one them had been brought before a prethousand nine hundred and twelve, at vious granl jury but that no indictthe county of Santa Fe aforesaid, un- ment had. resulted.
The indictment of the men at this
lawfully, feloniously and corruptly did
solicit from one Elfego Baca a certain time and their subsequent trials, are
t
sum
of money,
$'i0i), lawful said to promise some interesting deof Ameri- velopments.
States
the
of
United
money
In their defense before the house.
ca for the vote and influence of him.
the said Manuel Cordova, as a member 'it was said that the men did not know
of the first state legislature of the why the money was being offered
state of New Mexico in the matter of them in room 44 at the Palace hotel,
of the election of two senators of the They also charged intimidation on the
X.'iited States in congress for the part of the policeman asserting that
state of New Mexico, he. the said; he was armed with a pistol.

BOOK

Sauta Fe, X. XI., March 19. All but
five bills had been disposed of yesterday afternoon by the governor,
among those remaining to be acted
upon finally being the county salaries
bill, the general appropriation bill,
the fence act and the two county
bills, Sumner and Aguliar. The governor at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon had not finally disposed of
them.
Governor .McDonald yesterday cign-ethe following bills:
House Bill Xo. 344. Taxation measure.
House Bill No. 254. To investigate
water supply of state lands.
House Bill Xo. 51. Investment of
moneys of board of trustees of town,
of Las Vegas.
House Bill No. 201. Bonds of officers.
House Bill No. 177. Repealing Section 3909 of Compiled Laws.

The 1913 Reach Anierieau
Guide the official handbook

League
of the
great junior major league presided
over by famous Ban Johnson has
appearjust made its
ance, thus ushering in one more baseball season; a function which It has
fulfilled each spring for 31 consecutive years. This long term embraces
virtually two baseball generations, assuming that 15 years measure one
generation in a field in which events
move swiftly and the actors
make
their entrances and exits in painfully
quick time. So, this long continuity
of publication alone has served to
make the Reach Guide the standard
annual publication of the baseball
world, without considering the merits
of the contents of the book. But, com.
bining time and quality, we have a
publication which simply stands alone
in its chosen field in every way, including the literary contents, official
records, illustrations, quality of pa
per, serviceable binding and general
typographical excellence. Thus, from
every standpoint, is the Reach Ofleial
Guide for 1913 a splendid handbook of
baseball and a decided credit to the
American League, to the Reach com-pany, of Philadelphia, as the pub
lishers, and to its editor, Francis C.
F.ichter, the veteran baseball writer
and authority. It should be noted, by
the way, that this is the twelfth annual issue of the Reach Guide as the
official handbook of the American
consecutive
league, and the thirty-firs- t
year of its publication by the A. J.
Reach Company as a book of records
and reference for the entire baseball

Vetoed.
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Senate Bill No. 123. Providing a
state bureau of mines.
Senate Bill No. 53. Relative to the
distribution of money received from
the United States.
Senate Bill No. 175.
Authorizing
county commissioners to transfer
"noneys from one fund to another.
Senate Bill No. 79. Relative to
performance of labor upon public
streets in incorporated towns and vil-

-

Bills Awaiting Action.
p. m. yesteruay the following
bills still awaited action of the gov4.

Sumner county.

House Bill No. 231. Aguilar county.
House Bill No. 123. County salaries,
Senate Bill No. 201. Appropriation

to-wi-

act.
The fence act.

All the new Season's models with no two garments alike.

$15.00 to $35.00
SUITS AND DRESSES
Our line of suits and Dresses for the new season is the largest and
most varied we have ever shown.
All the new style models are represented in a variety of fabrics
and qualities. Prices were never more attractive than this season.

Suits $12.50 lo $45.00 - Dresses $3.50 io $42.50

EASTER MILLINERY
We are showing a superb gathering of beautiful creations in women's heacU-ear- ,
every one
of which possesses that distinct individuality demanded by all well dressed women. Our line
is so varied that no matter what your price limit may be, we can please you.

$3.50 to $15.00

the American league's twelfth eventful season as a major league; comLas VGQjasLoadingDtoro
BUSTER
ULTRA
plete records and averages of the
American league 1912 race and playBROWN
SHOES
SHOES FOR
ers; a graphic story of the American
FOR
WOMEN
league's successful and victorious iart
BOYS and GIRLS
world's
in the memorable
1&61
Established
South
SicUPlaja.
championship series of 3912 between
the Boston Red Sox and the New
York Giants: a synopsis of all reraarl
able American league pitching feats
and also of all the noteworthy gamesi the great minor league body, the Na-- records and
happenings in the college nual meetings of the American league
of the 1912 season; and a general
association, and of the Supreme arena of 1912. Topping all there is a and National league are also set forth.
the
view of all. matters
affecting
Rational commission is also detailed. splendid editorial review of the 1912 In short, everything of interest or
American league during the whole of other Bpecial artJcles deal with the season in the entire
baseball world, value either for record or reference
1912 and 1013 up to date of publica S.nual
meetings of the American league embracing the American league, the will be found within the covers of
tion. In this section also ere given, ind National
National league and the National as- this great book, which is thus
league.
really
reviews of the remarkable happenings
Some special chapters are also giv- - sociation.
a complete history of baseball in
The 1913 Reach Official American 1912. The Reach American League
during the 1912 season, including re- 4ii to the late Thomas C. Noyes and
markable pitching feats of Johnson ohn T. Brush; the organization of League Guide also contains the most Guide for 1915 is for sale by all newsand Wood; the revolt of the Detroit lie "Baseball Players' Ftatmity"; important requisite to give it official dealers at 10 cents the copy.
players, and the roster of the cham- the outlaw league failure of 1912; stamp and public value, namely, the
pion Boston Red Sox. Bust, group new and old pitching records; new revised and correct new uniform playPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
and action pictures of the officials, pensecutive victories records; and a ing rules code for 1913, together with Your druggist will refund money If
magnates and leading players of the number of striking, unusual, or
the 1913 championship schedules of PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
American league are also given.
happenings in the world of the American league, National league, case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Wiaseball through the 1912 year. A aDd various important minor leagues. Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c,
The Field at Large
The National league race of 1912 is special chapter is also devoted to the The legislation and results of the an blongs in every home. Adv.
also fully treated and exhaustive aver
ages of the National league players
are furnished, together with portraits
a,
of the leading players in the 1912 season; and especially designed action
pictures of all 1912 National league!
teams in the order in which they fin
ished.
The minor league field has)
.
l- -'
fjn-M,ts,iii-vi.
- xV:-b...3
i
lieen more exhaustively covered than!
ever before, and the records and aver
ages of no less than 35 minor leagues
are given in full, together with group
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
pictures of champion teams of nearly

$ttsmuMtrs Son

record-breakin-

3

ernor:
House Bill No.

Never have we shown such an excellent variety nor offered such
unequaled values for so little money.

nal

taxes.
At

plete.

post-seaso-

lages.
House Bill No. 31. Relating to public franchise';
Houe Bill No. 237. Relating to public roads and bridges taking them
away from jurisdiction of highway
commission.
House Bill No. 345. Providing for
levying and collection of occupation

i

j

f'ti

1

COLONIAL

DAIS

all leagues.

BEAUT1FIER
BILIOUS,

The 1912 word's championship se
reis is once more made the great special feature of the 1913 Reach Guide
and deservedly so, as it has become
the great annual crowning event of
the baseball season. In the Reach
Guide is given the official account of
all the wonderful games in the Boston-New
York series of 1912, together
with the official scores and averages,
all from the pen of Editor Riehter,
who was the official
scorer of the
world's series, by appointment of the
national commission. To this is added a series of illuminating action pictures and reinarkalile half-tonpictures of panoramic views of various
games In the greatest world's championship series yet played.
Additional Special Features
In addition to the above there is a
great deal of jreneral information contained in special articles, namely,
standing bascluil! records to 1913; a
record of all major interleagne games
of 1932; and details of various

A perfect substitute for face powder, a perfect skin food, with marvelous curative properties. Removes
black heads, pimples, tan, or any
REMOVES THE SCUM FROM THE TONGUE, SWEETENS A SOUR, GAS chapped condition of the skin. Our
rouge and massage cream cannot be
SY, BILIOUS STOMACH; CLEANSES YOUR LIVER AND 30 FEET
OF BOWELS WITHOUT GRIPE OR NAUSEA
equalled. No hair growing oils.
These goods comply with the pure
It headachy, bilious, dizzy, tongue That is all wrong. If you will take a (food and drug lr.ws.
For sale at Schaefer Drug Co., and
oated, stomach sour and full of gas, teaspoonful of delicious Syrup ot Figs
you belch undigested food and feel tonight, you will never realize
you E. Rosenwald and Son "Plaza."
sick and miserable. It means that your have taken anything until morning, Adv.
r is choked With sour bile and your when all the poisonous matter, eour
u et of bowels are clogged with bile and clogged-uwaste will be
efiete waste matter not properly car- moved on and out of your system,
HOME FOLKS HONOR BRYAN
ried off. Constipation is worse than thoroughly but gently no griping
Lincoln. Neb., March 19. Democramost folks believe. It means that this no nausea no
Taking
wenjtnesa.
waste mater In the 30 feet ot bowels Syrup of Figs is a real pleasure. tic leaders and other Nebraska friends
William J. Bryan have assembled
decays into poisons, gases and acids Don't think you are drugging yourself; of
and that these iKdaons are then sucked it is composed entirely of luscious figs in the capital from all over the state
itno tie blood through the very ducts senna and aromatics, and constant tc attend a banquet In celebration of
Mr. Bryan's birthday and his appointwhich should suck only nourishment use can not cause Injury.
ment as secretary of state In the Wilto sustain the body.
of
for
AlI; your druggist
"Syrup
Mr. Bryan is 53 years
Most peopie dread physic
events in 1912.
They Figs and Elixir of Senna," and look son cabinet.
Special
think of castor oil, salts, and cathartic for the name, California Fig Syrup old today, having been born March chapters are devoted to the no bit
the deaths of 1912; the
pills. They shrink trom the after! Company, on the label. This is the 10, 1SG0. In response to an invitation games of
effects so they postpone the dose genuine old reliable. Any other Fig from his friends and neighbors he has remarkable
games of
until they get skk; then they do this Syrup offered as sood should be re- returned home for th.e celebration. It 1912; and setup wonderful
!
liver rnd !
cleansing In a heroic-wa- fused with contempt.. Don't be Impos- is his first visit to Lincoln since tlie
f'tchinir and batlinar feals
i hi
ib. y have a bowel wanhdajr
Xoveniher election.
ed upon.
the ma;.)r leavues. The work of

TAKE DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS"
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HEADACHY, CONSTIPATED,

NEW COAT

Easter comes so early this year that a coat will be a necessity-- at
least for a part of the day. Have you included such a
garment in
your Spring outfit? Why not look at our line of "Wooltex" and
"Printzess" coats and make your selection while the stock is com-

world.
The American League Field
The book gives a complete review of

is paid.

j

A

!

House Bill No. 41. Exempting irrigation works, pumping and power
plants, from taxation.
House Bill Xo. oj4.
State aid of
schools in incorporated cities, towns
and villages.
House Bill No. 326. Concerning
jurisdiction of supreme court in cases
of quo warranto and mandamus.
House Bill No. 227. Authorizing
state board of equalization and board
of county commissioners to fix value
of property for taxation.
Senate Bill No. 48.
Relative to
tenants moving property before rent

'

o
J I JUL

You Will Want

ever-welco-

The
governor
disapproved or
"vetoed" the following bills:
Senate Bill No. 6. Drinking cup.
Senate Bill Xo. 151. Obtaining and
disseminating information concerning
character and value of lands belonging to the state.
House Bill Xo. 294. Slate highway
ana Socorro.
between Albuquerqu

e
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CONTAINS MANY
STATISTICS THAT WILL INTEREST
THE FANS

d

Measures

Jl

Jl

RECEIVED

GOVERNOR TAKES ACTION ON
GREAT NUMBER OF LEGISLATURE'S ACTS.

emuTw-torie-

hun-jtis-

FOR 1913 IS

record-breakin-

extra-innin-

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

a- --

V;

V.

J. M. Cunningham, President.

D.

Frank Springer,

K. S. Lewis,

t.

T. Hosklns, Cashitr.
Ass't. Cash.

VKOJ
Interest PeJd On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

$30,000 00

Office Willi the San Miguel National Rank

President

VVm. Q. HAYDON

Vice President

H. W. KELLY
D.

Treasurer

T. HOSKINS

g

record-breakin-

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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PEUGEOT CARS TO

BE ENTERED IN
THE RACE
FAMOUS

MACHINES

FRENCH

WILL TRY FOR ViCTORY

IN

EVENT.

INDIANAPOLIS

Indianapolis, Ind., Mar. 19. Defin
ite word has been received from tUe
Peugeot company of Paris that twc
fastest cars, with Jules
of their
Goux and Xucarreili as drivers, will
be entered iu the third annual
International Sweepstakes Race
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
May 30. This rumor has been current for some time, and Its official
confirmation by the Peugeot Company adds unusual interest to the
coming contest, it now being an asrace will
sured fact that the
be truly International in' character
and will prove to be the greatest
automobile race ever staged on an
American track, if not in the world.
The Peugeot cars have now left
the factory and are being tested tinder the supervision of the engineers
who designed them. It has been necessary to change the clinfier bore in
order to lower the piston displacement to the 450 cubit inch ruling
made by the Speedway this year. According to present arrangements
Goux and Xacarrelli will arrive In
America about May 12, and1 will proceed
immediately to Indianapolis
where they will nave a chance to become acquainted with the Speedway
before the day of the race. Albert
Guyot who is to "Hot the famous English Sunbeam car will arrive in America about the same time and will also train at the Speedway.
Owing to the fact that ell of these
drivers are scheduled to drive in the
French Grand Prix on July 12, It will
be necessary for them to return to
France immediately after the Indianapolis race. Boillot, another Peugeot
driver, who had hoped to come to
America with his team mates, will
be compelled to remain in France
preparing cars for the Grand Prix.
Goux and Xacarrelli will be accompanied to Indianapolis by a large
crew of mechanics, relief drivers and
other assistants. All of these men
500-mil- e

--

500-mil- e

employes of the Peugeot factory
and have a thorough acquaintance
with the cars. It is said that so perfect is their pit work that it becomes
spectacular, and ibat not a little of
the interest in the race, will center
about the pits occupied by the foreigners.
In France, where automobile racing
had its origin, the race drivers are
considered in much the same light
that Americans view the noted baseball players. Goux, Xacarrelli and
Gujot stand at the very top of public
regard and are regarded by their
countrymen with the same affection
and admiration which Americans bestow upon Ty Cobb, Christie
and Tris Speaker. They have
been the victors in Europe's greatest
races, one of the most recent achieve
ments being the winning of the Sar-th- e
Grand Prix in Franeo by Goux
last September, when ne drove 402
miles in 5 hours, 31 minutes and 54
seconds. The element o' rivalry will
also be a strong factor In making the
,50CMnile iaqe an unusuaji oonteslj,
since all the foreigners are anxious
to do their best work agalnBt the
American cars, ana Jthe eugeots and
the Sunbeam have been avowed rivals for years.
A new entry has been received lor
the race, being made by F. L. Adams,
a private owner of Indianapolis.
A&tms is having a speciol car constructed in Chicago which he will
call the Smada. An unusual feature
is presented by this car in that its
power plant in a
affair,
with a bore of three and a half and a
stroke of five inches, aggregating
3S4.8 cubic inches piston displacement. This, with, the exception of
the Nyberg car, is the smallest piston displacement recorded by any
car which has entered thus far.
C. P. Root, the nominee of C.
.
Sedwlck, speedway
manager, nas
been confirmed as speedway starter
by the contest board of the American Automobile Association, which
reserves the right to pass upon the
eligibility of any applicant for office
in the racing game. It was further
announced that the position of official timer would be offered Chester
Ricker, an Indianapolis consulting
engineer and technical expert, subject to his acceptance and confirmation by the A. A. A. Ricker has been
strongly boosted" for the job of late
by his friends, who in view of his
wide acquaintance and scientific at
Math-ewso-

t

two-cycl- e
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tainments, felt that he would be the
best possible man to select
To simplify the work of timing this
year it has been suggested that all
teams and individual entries be disDRY OF
tinguished by some striking color,
such as red, yellow, blue, green, etc.
In races of the past, it has often been
ER
Impossible to distinguish the fast flying cars from one another, with the
result that confusion has resulted at
times.
EXERCISES ARE HELD IN HONOR
This year the color scheme which
OF THE ANNIVERSARY OF
wil be evolved is expected to obviate
LIVINGSTONE
all the former trouble. In importance this measure is second only to
London, March 19. The one hun
the practice which will be followed dredth anniversary of the birth of
this season of requiring ah ears lo Lr. David Livingstone,
the famous
stop for repairs, tires, gas and oil, missionary and' explorer, was celebrat
couth of the finisn wire, after having ed today in many parts of the United
completed a full lap. With these in- Kingdom. In London, Glasgow, Edinnovations, in combination with the burgh and other cities largely atuse of improved timing instrument's, tended meetings were held in observ
it is expected that the spectators at j ance of the centennial.
race will be much better j London's contribution to the gen
the
on
exact status of the con- - j eral observance of the
the
posted
anniversary intest at all times than ever before.
In
cluded several notable features.
the afternoon a meeting was held at
the rooms of the Royal Geographical
POPE'S NAME DAY
society and a Free Church ThanksRome, March 19. St. Joseph's day, giving service took place In New Wes- the name day of Pope Pius X., was leyan hall, Westminster. These were
kept as a holiday at the Vatican
followed by a great public demonstraeverybody being desirous of con- tion in the Royal Albert hall, at
gratulating the pontiff on his recov- which, the archbishop of Canterbury
ery from his recent illness. Thou- presided. Among the speakers were
sands of letters and telegrams from Ixrd r.alfour of Burleigh, Sir Harry
all parts of the world were received. Johnstone, the African explorer; Dr.
His Holiness received the cardinals Wardlaw Thompson, secretary of the
in private audience, but a'l oi tho pil London Missionary
society, and the
lic ceremonies that have been asso- venerable Sir John Kirk,
was an
ciated with the observance in the past intimate friend and companion of Dr.
were dispensed with in compliance Livingstone.
with the strict orders of the pope's
Tn the popular mind the name of
physicians.
Br. Livingstone is associated chiefly
with the exploration of the "Dark
Continent." But great and more fruitYALE TEAM GOES SOUTH
ful than his work of exploration was
New Haven, Conn., March 19. The his work as a Christian missionary.
Yale baseball squad, including 20 As an explorer he tracked deserts and
players, besides the manager, coach- described the wealth of the country,
es and trainers, left today for the in its plants, fruits and minerals. As
south, where the schedule of the sea- a missionary he strove for freedom
son's games will be started in accord- and security among the natives, ac
ance with the annual custom. The quainted them with the ways of
team will play the first game at Norand by striking a Wow at
folk, with Washington and Lee Uni- the slave trade commenced a new
versity. The next day Holy Cross will era for the natives and for the traders
be met in the same city. Two days who wished to carry on legitimate
later Pennsylvania will be played in trade.
19,
Washington and the next day the Yale
Livingstone was born March
players will line up against George- 1S13, on the banks of the Clyde, at
town. The last game of the southern Elantyre, In Lanarkshire,
Scotland.
trip will be played in Washington, His parents were splendid represenwith the Catholic university on March tatives of all that is best among the
26.
working people of Scotland. As a

ENGLAND HONORS FACE
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ALL RED SPOTS

HAVE

Aims

"HUNCH?"
SCIENTISTS NOW.TELt. US THAT
IT WAS YOUR SIXTH

632 N. 6th St., Terro Haute, Ind. "My
little nephew, a txiy of four yearn, had a
breaking out on his face. It was little red
spots at hrst then ho would
rub and seratch and water
blisters would form and
wherever the water would
run another would come

SENSE

until hia face Was covered
with them. He would cry

His mother cot

some medicine, but it did
not do any good. lie would
cream and cry and say It
hurt. We hardly knew him,
his little- face was all red
So I
spots and blisters.
bcKeed him to let mn tinf.
some Cuticura Ointment on them. The
next morning I made a strong soap suds
with Cuticura Soap and washed his face In
the warm suds. The littlo blisters buret by
pressing the cloth on them. After I had
his face washed, I put the Cuticura Ointment on and in a short time his little face
was all rod and dry. I kept using the Cuticura Soap and putting on the Cuticura
Ointment and his face got well and It did
not leave a scar. He was entirely cured In
about one week and a half." (Signed) Mrs.
Artlnu Haworth. Jan. 10, 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura
Soap and box of
Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
all else has failed. Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
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Pastry can be "pasty" or "tasty" much depends upon the
cooking tat used. Lottolene is preferable to butter or lard
for shortening because it makes
pastry rich without the least suggestion of greasiness. It also
makes it light, crisp and digestible.
In addition to giving better results, Cottolene is cheaper than
butter, more economical than lard.
s
of a pound of Cottolene
will go as far as a full pound of
butter or lard, and Cottolene is
usually as cheap as or cheaper
Two-third-

than lard.

-

Buy a pail of Cottolene today, try this recipe, and let
"hubby" render the verdict
when he tries the food.
Made ontr by

THE N. K. FAI2EAKK COMPANY

When results and economy both
point to Cottolene, why use any
other shortening?
Cottolene is the original vegetable shortening and frying medium.
It is a product of Nature, made
from the purest and
choicest cotton oil,
and is in every sense
as palatable, healthful and digestible as
if

"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."

MrTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shavln' Stick. 25c Sample free.

post-hast-

boy the future missionary worked in
a cotton factory and his life from
the beginning to the end was one of

and endurance.
He saved his money and put it into
books which he studied diligently until he was able to eDter the University of Glasgow. His purpose was lo
study medicine, but after a short time
at the university he turned his at
tention to the subject of theology. His
knowledge of both medicine and theology he turned to good account in his
missionary work later.
In 1S40 he went to Africa under
appointment of the London Mission
ary society. The first stage of his
and
work was that of the teacher
preacher and founder of mission
But he soon became dissatis
fied with the prevailing methods and
his characteristic Impulse urpel him
to go further, gaining the confidence
of the natives by his medical service
diiriis; a
trip Into the Interior,
The second stage of Livingstone's
missionary work was conceived on
"read lines. Colonization and trade
vore combined with mission teathin:
Christian civilization became his object. With the aid of government
suppoH he explored large section of
tfce Tambesl district and added much
to the geographical knowledge of that
land. In 1S64 he returned to England and spent one year.
He set out for Africa again In 18G3.
In this last stage of his career he
sought to solve the problems of
the suppression of the slave
trade and the opening of central
Africa. The knowledge of the resources of this land, hitherto unknown to
the world is largely due to Livingstone. It was in this period of his
work that he gave most attention to
geographical exploration and sought
the source of the Nile. Previously he
had crossed the continent fron the
Zambesi to Congo, and again from
Loando to Quillimane, and had made
the discovery of Lake Nyassa.
For several years no word came
from the great explorer and it was
generally supposed that he had perished in the African wilds. The story
of how he was sought and found by
Henry M. Stanley, the American journalist, Is one of the most thrilling in
all history. After Stanley had found
him the two traveled together for a
time, but Livingstone persistently refused to return with Stanley to civilization.
In poor health and becoming weaker with each day of travel, Livingstone was one day found by an at
tendant kneeling lifeless by his couch.
The place of his death was on the
south shore of Lake Bangweoll, and
the date May 1, 1873.
The body of the grent missionary
ana
and explorer was embalmed
brought homo and on April 14, 1874,
the remains were interred with im
pressive ceremonies in Westminster
pltMjk

.

olive oil.

COTTOLENE DOUGHNUTS
Cream three tablespoons Cottolene, add scant cup of sugar, 3 yolks of
eggs well beaten with one white, stir in one cupful of freshly mashed
potatoes and
cup of milk. Sift 2!2 cups flour with 3 teaspoons baking powder, V2 teaspoon each of salt and ground mace, also a little
nutmeg, and add to first mixture, working in additional flour as necessary to handle lightly. Roll and cut all doughnuts before frying.
Fry in hot Cottolene 3 inches deep in kettle, tearing the temperature
with piece of bread.

bw

Abbey.

!

In connection with the centenary
celebration the London Missionary
society has raised a $50,000 funl to
found a memorial station in Africa,
while the lirectors of Charing Cross
hospital, where Livingstone studied
medicine, have started a similar fund
for the building of a new wing to the
hospital as a memorial to Dr. Living
stone.

Jack Carrlg, a former Boston
but who lived in the west several years, died in Texas the other
ltght-wigh-

day.

explained by assuming that the invalid, reclining In the steamer chair
on the 'iawn, overheard without being
conscious of It, the directions given
to the workmen who brought in the
books and pictures for storage. It
would then be a natural inference
that the missing book might have
been included with these and hence
would result the seemingly supernat-urall- y
inspired statement that led to
its recovery.
To be sure it must be frankly conceded that not all of the experiences
chronicled can be explained In this
way. By no possible extension of the
ordinary sense can we account for
the vision which sent the young lady
to summon the family doctor. Happenings like these decidedly
come under another category, though
even they do pot necessitate an appeal to the supernatural In order to
understand them. They do, however.
Indicate that there actually Is at
times operating in men and women
a faculty which may rightly be referred to as a "sixth sense."

The question of how far a
mind controls us has always
been great food for thought. Emi
nent brain specialists and phsycholo- gists have discussed the Bubject tor
centuries. Which is the stronger
our conscious self, or our sub-co- n
scious self? la the following article
published in Editorial Review for
April, we find some astonishing facts
that go to show that we do possess
a sixth sense
mind)
and in the shape of a
Guardian Angel.
"Sometimes occurrences like these
have the decidedly practical value of
leading to action that averts impending disaster, I know of one young
lady, who walking along a quiet coun
beheld in her
try lane, suddenly
mind's eye, a certain room In her STOMACH GONE BAD,
house and saw her mother lying on
the floor of this room. So impressed
SOllhV GASSY, UPSET?
was she with the belief that something had happened to her mother
that she ran to the house of the fam
WHEN "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" GETS
ily doctor, took him to her home
IN STOMACH ALL INDIGESroom
to
and led him
the
TION GOES
in question. There, sure enough, they
found the mother unconscious. She
Time it! In five minutes all stomhad heen stricken with an attack of
distress will go. No indigestion,
ach
heart failure that according to the
heartburn, sourness or belching ct
physician would have been fatal had
or eructations of undigesthe not arrived when he did. The gas, acid,
ed food, no dizziness, bloating, foul
young lady's father in corroboration
breath or headache.
of her story, states:
Pape's Diapepsln is noted for its
n.'-'"I distinctly re
heing surin regulating upset stomachs.
speed
prised by seeing my daughter in com- It Is the
surebt, quickest and most
pany with the family doctor outside certain
remedy in the whole world
the door of my residence and I asked
and besides it is harmless.
'Who is ill?' She replied, 'Mamma.'
Millions of men and women now
She led the way at once to my wife's eat
their favorite foods without tear
room where we found my wife lying
needless to
know now It
they
In a swoon on the floor. When I
stomach..
bad
have
a
asked when she had been taken ill, 1
Please, for your sake, get a large
found it must have been after my fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsln
daughter had left the house. None from
drug store and put your
any
of the servants jinew anything of the
stomach right. Don't keep on being
sudden illness."
miserable life is too short you axe
Another lady, the widow of a Mon- not here
long, so make your stay
tana mine owner, has told me thct
Eat what yoa like and diagreeable.
once, sitting alone wtl. her infant
it, without, dread or regest
enjoy
it;
child, who is now one of the Harvard bellion in the stomach.
group of promising young playDIapepsin belongs in your home
wrights, she heard a voice command: anyway. It should be kept handy,
"Take the child out of the crib." should one of the
.family eat someshe looked
Greatly frightened,
which doesn't agree with them
thing
around; hut there was no one to be or in case of an attack of Indigestion,
seen. Indeed she had reason to bedyspepsia, gastritis or stomach
lieve that she and her son were for
it is there to give the
the time quite alone In the house.
at daytime or during the
However, the voice came again:
est, surest relief known. Adv.
"Take the child out of the crib!"
"A third time the command was given and she took the child up in her
ATHLETICS WILL BE
arms. Scarcely had she done so
when a heavy bracket supporting a
FEATURE OF FAIR
lighted, lamp gave way, letting the
lamp fall into the crib which was Instantly in flames.
FRANCISCO
EXPOSITION
This Is an experience that happen- SAN
WILL AWARD THE TROPHed to a 'lady during a period of conIES FOR 1915.
valescence from a serious illness.
She had been taken outdoors to get
New York, March 19. In order to
the air one fine summer day and
spent the entire morning lying in a forward the plans of the managers of
International exsteamer chair on the lawn, some lit- the Panama-Pacifi- c
tle distance from the house. About position to make athletics and sports
noon, a friend casually calling, came generally features of the exposition,
window into to be held in San Francisco in 1915,
through a drawing-roothe garden to talk to her. When the tfamqs E. Sullivan, sescretary-trea-ure- r
of the Amateur Athletic union,
friend went back to the uouse a half
hour later, a book which she had will leave for the coast on Saturday,
left in the hall was not to be founa. sailiing on the steamer Momus, tor
After a diligent search, she returned New Orleans.
He will confer with the officials of
to the garden, thinking thst after all
be-the
Southern association A. A. XT. In
On
there.
it
left
'
she might have
that
the
It
came
into
loss
of
city in relation to athletics and
the
told
ing
head of the invalid to say In a roost expects to visit the Texas associapositive tone, "That book lies on the tion and the clubs in Spokane and
Seattle after he has rinished his
blue room bed."
imwork
at the Golden Gate.
statement
seemed
The
wildly
Appointed director of athletics by
probable in view of the fact that tne
"blue room" was not In use and was the exposition officials, Mr. Sullivan
seldom entered even by the servants. plans to make the sports at the expoBut the book was found there. Some sition equal any series of Olympic
workmen,
Inquiry developed, had games ever held through the attend
brought to the nouse during tne ance and competition of the most
morning a number of books and pic skilled athletes of the world. At
tures belonging to a friend of the the games will be decided the amafamily to be taken car of for a short teur championships of America for
time, and the workmen had been di- 1915, action in this regard having
rected to place them in the unused been taken at the A. A U.'s annual
room. Carrying out this order, they meeting 'last November. The expohad accidentally included the book sition has also been honored with the
award by the International Olympic
lying on the hall table.
Happenings like these are of fre- committee of the right to hold the
but curiously modern Penthathlon, a five event seroccurrence;
quent
enough It is only of laie years that1 ies which will be for the championany serious effort has been made to ship of the world.
The modern Penthathlon consist
explain them. So far as the general
of
Is
to
Is
safe
It
riding,
say
concerned,
public
running, swimthat as yet so little is nown of the ming, fencing and shooting.
recent scientific discoveries throwFoley Kidney Pills will reach your
ing a flood of light on them that
most people are stilt disposed to re- individual .case If you have finv form
of kidney or bladder
tro.r.:i!c',
any
gard them as evidences of something backache,
rheumatism, uric acid poissupernatural. In reality, It Is demon- oning or irregular and painful kidney
action.
strably certain that the
They are strengthening, to"sixth-sense- "
has nothing supernat- nic and curative, and contain no habit
ural about It. Whenever It operates, forming drugs. O. G. Seiiaofer anil
Red Cross
Co. Adv.
d

civil-zatio-

m
i--

WORKING.

it does so in accordance with some
laws of the human
mind.
The episode of tne book found in
the "blue room" would be readily

post-hast-
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EVER
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Rubbed and Scratched. Would Cry
and Fret. Used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. Face Got Well.
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less pueumouia among the
classes. The principal
danger
ESTABLISHED 1879
comes in crowded street cars, which
if possible should be avoided at rush
hours. It needs to be emphasized that
Publised By
is
the danger from overcrowding
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
and
go
enhanced
fatigue
by
greatly
(Incorporated)
ing without food. In a word, the pre
vention of pneumonia is now much
EDITOR clearer than it was. Like all the other
M. M. PADGETT
infectious diseases, Instead of being
(Continued from page one.)
a more or less inevitable dispensation
it has come to be recognized as due
to certain definite factors which can been built up and numerous other
be greatly lessened by public and indi- things have been done, to attempt to
Entered at the postoftice at East vidual hygienic regulations.
reopen the Montezuma hotel. He statl.iLB Vegas. New Mexico, for transuii-tio- i
0
ed, however, that Las Vegas should
lose no time in reopening the bath
through the United Slates mail
t
houses and boarding houses and makceoood class matter.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
ing of the hot springs a paying asset
of this community. Mr. Davis said
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
he hoped the spirit of antagonism
Daily, by Cr"Ier:
06
Santa Fe, N. M., March 19. Aivan and mistrust would soon die out and
Copy
15 N. White
state superintendent of that Las Vegas would become the
Chse W k
65
Month
schools, has announced the school ap prosperous city that nature intended.
One Year
portionment to be 22 cents per per- Mr. Davis said the people have got
son. The last apportionment of 30 into the habit of allowing a few perDaily by Mnil
600 cents, was made July IS, 1912.. Mr. sons to do the boosting. He said evOne Year
White's letter to county treasurers erybody, from the poorest man to the
Six Months
richest one, should be united In workand superintendents is as follows:
March 13,. 1913.
ing for the welfare of Las Vegas.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
William J. Lucas said the trouble
Dear Sir: Of the funds In ..the
GROWER
hands of the state treasurer to the with Las Vegas lies in the Ignorance
nn Yttdr
common school income of the people of the value of the nat1.00 credit of the
Six Months
made
this 13th day of ural resources of the community. He
have
fund, I
March, 1913, the following apportion said they were not well informed' and
tCash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- ment among the several counties pf thus threw a damper upon the enthu
the state, as prescribed by law, said siasm of those persons who come in
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money apportionment being 22 cents to each here from other parts of the country
rder. H sent otherwise we will not person enumerated for school pur- with the Idea of locating. Mr. Lucas
said Las Vegas has lying tributary
poses.
responsible for los.
.
to It 40,000 acres of irrigable land.
820i.
$1,804.66
Specimen copies free on appllca-on- Bernalillo
5980
1,315.60 He declared the people here, instead
Chaves
967.56 of realizing that this is a tremendous
-- 4398
Colfax
' 594.22 asset, In fact is the largest irrigable
2701
AT Curry
DISCONTINUED
4.1 X PAPERS
518u
tract lying near any city in the
Dona Ana
1,139.60
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
867.461 world, are lukewarm in their encour394:!
PAID FOR
Eddy
50H9
1,106.38 agement of the promoters of the exCrant
764.72 isting projects and do not encourage
-- 3476
the
Guadalupe
are
guaranteed
Advertisers
In
498.08 visitors with capital to invest.
2264
targaet dally and weekly circulation Lincoln
Mr.
asserted
154i
v340.12
other
Lucas,
New
city,
Luna
any
In northern
f ny newspaper
245.30 the people would have discounted five
i.115
McKinely
927.74 years ahead the value to the com421
Mora
235.4S munity of the Hand irrigation pro2434
Otero
TELEPHONES
3867'
850.74 ject, which is recognized as one of
Quay
Main 2 Rio
OFFICE
5599
1,231. ,8 the best any place 'ta the country.
Arriba.
Mai
KEWS DKPRTTENT
667.34 Mr. Lucas said Las Vegans should
3033
Roosevelt
439.34 acquaint themselves with the value
1997
Sandoval
453.42 of the surrounding country and then
206i
Juan
San
1913.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19,
1.70S.U8
7764
Sau Miguel
acquaint the rest of the world.
for short adDr. Landau called
1)054
1,331.88
Santa Fe
I
Jefferson
I
o0
floor.
N
355.
the
1615
dresses from
PNEUMONIA. P E VENT O
Sierra
M.
Charles
48
J.
.997
4543
Ireland,
Raynolds,
Socorro
884.18
and George H. Hunker expressed
-- 4019
The end of the winter, far from Taos
with the
512.74 themselves in sympathy
2467.
bringing a termination to the danger Torrance
Dr. Landau
L047.42
of the forum.
4701
work
from pneumonia, in. reality marks the Union
745.36 closed the meeting by stating that a
33SS
' beginning of the season when this dis- Valencia
similar gathering would be held next
ease becomes an extremely serious
month. The meeting was so profit$22,361.90
1,001,645
aiine of increase of mortality. This
able and full of interest that It is exNew Laws.
uicu ly iu xuigo uuw.
is n ut?
of education is pected the room in wnicn the next
The department
3n recent years this increase had be
come more and more marked and is sending out copies of the new laws gathering of the forum is held will
as'
all the more striking because of the enacted by the state legislature this be filled with people. The forum,
is
for everybody.
decrease in deaths from other lnfe: session governing the election of was explained,
In,
Incorporated make set addresses, the meetings will
tioos diseases Pneumonia has been school directors
will
aptly termed the "Captain of the Men towns and villages throughout the make set addresses, the meeting
will
have
to
the
people. They
of Death," displacing tuberculosis state. These laws are sent to county belong
which for so long occupied that "bad school superin'en dents and princi- the privilege of making addresses,
asking questions and voting upon any
The most important pals.
eminence."
matter under consideration.
A Clever Sign.
problem before the medical profession ,r
ad
of
A the opening of the meeting Dr.
the
A.
clerk
E.
P.
of
the
reduction
Robinson,
the
at present is
death rate from pneumonia. Consid- jutant general's office, has "dug up" Landau was introduced by Hallett
who paid a deserved tribr
ering the nature of the disease and a curious sign which some politicians Raynolds,
the Intense strain which it imposes who are worried by reporters seem ute to the enterprise and civic spirit
on the heart, it is probable that the anxious to have in their offices. The of the founder of the organization.
only hopeful outlook for any consider- sign Is printed in red Ink. and reads
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
able reduction In pneumonia mortality as follows:
"VISITORS
of
19. Buying
March
is through the prevention of the disChicago,
Employes can not .be., interviewed wheat today by large local interests
ease. The prospect of a cure for it,
sent the market up. The advance was
during buslnes hours."
in the popular sense of that term, acdid you get" It," asked R. aided by reports of severa wind and
"Where
American
to
cording the Journal of the
Medical Association, has grown less P. Ervien, the land commissioner, dust storms in Kansas which Interfer
as we have learned more about the who usually receives the latest bright ed with farm work and train service.
most remarks that gee into uprlnt. "It is Opening prices were a sixteenth lowWhile pneumonia Is
disease.
of certainly succinct and to the point." er to Vt cent up. May opened a shade
colder
the
portion
during
frequent
and quickly advanced
not.
lower at 88
the year it Is
dependent entirely
to
on low temperature. The disease ocOpening
prices were a sixS9.
COMMITTEES
CONGRESSIONAL
cent
to
lower
up. The close
teenth
curs at all sessions and in allcliroates.
on
Is
Mexico
New
of
Senator Fall,
higher
It does not work Its greatest Tavages the following committees: District of was strong with May
In the colder climates, but is rather Columbia expenditures in the' depart- at 89.
rare in the cold or high altitudes and ment of commerce and labor.geologic-a- l At the start May corn was unchangat 52y8U to '4
a
is almost never known to occur withsurvey. Indian affairs, mines and ed to shade higher
to
The close was
advanced
and
all
52.
Rico
of
In
and
Porto
circle.
Arctic
Islands
in the
spite
mining, Pacific
at
with
firm
May
52. a net gain
their suffering from cold, Arctic ex- and public lands.
of
we
Is
Senator Catron, of New Mexico
plorers escape this danger. Hence
May oats advanced to 33 after open,
Coast
on the following comlttees:
must assume that cold acts in
higher at S2'i
In
Irriunchanged to
ing,
with some other factor
defenses, industrial expositions,
.
to
Pneuof
disease.
the
of
arid
reclamation
lands,
the production
gation and
Lower hog prices weakened provimonia Is favored by lack of sunlight! military affairs, iostoffioes and flost
sions.
The opening varied from Vk
are
who
woman
those
Neither
roads and
suffrage.
and It occurs among
to 2 advance with May
much exposed to dust or who have to lists a chairmanship of a committee. cents decline
for
$20.65; lard $10.70
pork
on
of
the
Is
prkes
Arizona,
Senator Smith
breathe the emanations from
The closing q no
- and ribs $10.77.
Oousercommittees:
Catarrhal
pro
the
other
following
people.
lungs of
were
as follows:
the
for
chair-nartations
day
cesscs affecting the air passages pre-- vat Ion of national' resources,'
July
May
re.
of
Wheat,
of
Columbia,
89; Sep89;
man';
District
foreign
the soil for the Implantation
the germ of pneumonia. It is particu- lotions, geological survey, irlgatlon tember 88.
Corn. May 52; July 51; Septemand reclamation of arid lands, printlarly a disease of city life and crowdber 55.
railroads.
and
knowl-dglands,
ing,
public
ed living. With our present,
Oats. May 33V4 ; July 33; SeptemSenator Ashurst, of Arizona, is on
the projects are hopeful for
re- - ber 33V4.
Forest
committees:
the
following
"the control of pneumonia in the future
Pork, May $20.52'..; July $20.10.
This Is of spe- fervatlons and protection Of game, In
through prevention.
'
$19.62.
September
Industrie
expositions,
cial Importance to the individual. The dian affairs,
Lard, May $10.65; July $10.55; Sepevoidance of penumonia is largely a chairman; Judiciary, mlnea. and rnln
and tember $10.55.
question ot personal precaution s that Inz. pensions, public buildings
Ribs, May $10.75; July $10.60;
woman
and
suffrage,
dlsgrounds
prevent the development of the
$10.52.
case by lessening the predisposition to
The states that have furnished the
It Mm In middle life, particularly
William C, Redfleld, the new secibose above E0, must learn during un- largtst number of presidential cabi- retary of commerce, has the reputasettled wpathrr to avoid crowds, es- net officers, named In their numeri- tion of being an able authority on the
New York,
tariff.
pecially when fatigued and when they cal order, are as follows:'
have been for a number of hours with-,ou- i 39; Massachusetts, 35; Pennsylvania,
eating. Late at night, when for 30; Ohio, 24; Virginia, 22; Maryland,
Illinois and TenMichigan will take another popular
any reason a meal lias been missed, 18; Kentucky, 15;
Inon the equal suffrage question
vote
and
10
Connecticut,
lesson
this
each,
nessee,
crowds are dangerous. (If
next month.
.'iiuld be generally learned there would diana and Missouri, 9 etch.
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TO MOVE THIS

SPRING?

REGENTS
OF AGRICULTURAL
PRESIDENT
COLLEGE RETIRES AT COMMENCEMENT TIME.

1,050

FULLY EQUEPPEP

f'.
'

AN INVENTORY AND AVOID
LOSS OF MANY VALUABLE
ARTICLES

KEEP

AT YOUR COOR
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packing always pays for itself
OVERLAND f1CDr.L 53 T
twice over in breakage saved when
furniture must go a long way. Hire
a special packer at tne moving van
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
office and pay his price cheerfully.
It is his duty to be there In the car
show you.
when the furniture is brought there
and so to place each piece that breakLas Vegas AutQiRcbiie fi Machine Co
age Is practically impossible.
Another expenditure that prevents
breakage can be made In the way of
A halen, & Fowler
Pbjne Main 344.
Prcps
liberal tips. The good will of the
movers and packers is of more money value to the householder than the
amount of the tips. The promise,
which of course must be honestly
fulfilled later, to send a letter of
BEB
recommendation for the head packer
to the company which employs him,
if the goods go thorugh In proper conattentive work
dition, also insures
men.
of
on the part
the
When careful packing is assured
crating Is almost unnecessary, except
in the case of fragile articles. A
china closet with spindle legs and
'
glass doors might go safely through
'
:
)
the moving uncrated, but it would be
sure to do so if crated.
Books should be packed In medium
- fa
V
!
i
sized packing cases. They are so
a
in
heavy that many of them piled
large box make a burden almost impossible for even strong men to carry
and the books will travel as we'll and
as cheaply In a dozen small boxes as
V
i
t:
in six larger ones.
Line the insides of the packing
cases which are to hold the boofcs
with thick layers of newspaper and
lay the books in evenly, sorting the
sizes so that each box is completely
filled.
Especially valuable books
be wrapped separately in
should
sheets of newspaper before they are
packed. If the bindings are light colored they should be covered with
clean wrapping paper.
Newspaper is useful in other ways
when moving. Dishes wrapped carefully in newspaper each cup and saucer placed separately and generously
wrapped and then packed in barrels
with newspapers wadded In between
Matin 206
Sir r ii
naia
the dishes, will stand much jolting
and handling
Crair legs can be protected against
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
scratches if they are wound with
tides given into the hands of the destination without loss of time or
lnter-vol- s
New York, March 19. Representa newspaper, tied on securely at
with stput string. Old pieces movers. It should be distinctly writ- temper.
tive stocks fluctuated irregularly In
ten and arranged, with some idea of
kets
the early hours today, but ultimately of burlap and old bed coverings-blanfor instance, all bedcomforters-sho- uld classification;
and
and
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
quilts
grew stronger despite the depressive
room furniture should be listed In
all be saved for moving day
Kansas City, Mo., March 19. Cateffect of liquidation of certain speone place, beds in another, tables in
tle Receipts 7,000, including l.ooo
cialties and at noon the market show- use.) They make excellent covering another.
taole
piano
for
tops,
polished
southerns. Market steady. Native
highly
ed a good sprinkling of gains.
After each piece of furniture should steers $7.75 9.00
other
or
cases
polished
large
any
southern steers
Union Pacific, after selling at 146,
be the name of the room where n
southern cows and heif$6.758.25;
on a parity with yesterday's low figSome ers
No heavy articles should ever be is to be put In the new house.
cows and naif-er$4.257.50; nat-'vures, pulled up to 147. Reading ral- plated in bureau or table drawers members of the family should be on
stockersand
feeders
$4.25.50;
lied in a similar extent
on
day. Light weight cloth-. hand at the door of the new place S6.608.35; bulls JGPo7 50; calvts
would
with the Inventory to check off each
Reports that the government
(ing; underwear, thin frocks, petti
$7.5010.50; weitdr.1 steers J7.?5r)
bring suits under the Sherman law coats and knitted sweaters or down article brought in ty the movers. 8.95; western, cows
against American Smelting resulted pillows, anything which will not ap- This task can be simplified if big
low- selling of the Guggenheim stocks. preciably add to the weight of the paper letters or numbers are pasted er. Bulk of sales 10,000. Market
heavy
$8.808.95;
and National Lead
Smelting lost 2
furniture, can be packed in bureau on the doors of tne rooms of the new $8.758.90; pckerh and butchers
and Guggenheim Exploration 2. Bonds or j dressing table drawers, which house
corresponding with numbers or $8.859.00; lights $8.909.00; pigs
were easy.
should then be locked before some letters written after the names of the $7.508.00.
,.
Completion of buying which amount- shielding
piece of cloth or sheath of different articles listed in the Inven10,000.
Sheep
..Market
Receipts
marthe
to
ed
10,000 shares, deprived
newspapers Is bound over the top tory, it reads, for instance, "Chintz weak.: j Muttons $5.507.00; Colorado
ket of a sustaining source and It gave and front.
covered chair, pink and tan, p." The lambs fS.MZ8.G5; range wethers and
way when another wide break occurEvery moving Householder should second story bedroom is lettered F yearlings $6.257.75; range ewes
red and in the specialties Copper take a complete inventory of the ar- - and the
chair reaches its. ultimate $5.00 6.00.
stocks were liquidated heavily and
there was pressure against other Industrials or rumors of reduced divi
Un
dends.
Sears Roebuck lost
and
derwood1 f; Westinghouse 4
Smelting
Calling of loans in the afternoon
when money rates went to 5 per cent
increased the pessimism In financial
circles and prices of stocks went low
er. Union Pacific fell to 145, a new
Bacharach's Coats and Suits Represent
were
low point,, and losses of 1 to 1
registered for important Issues., A re
Comfort-Goo- d
Stylishness-Eas- y
ported denial by the attorney gener;
that proceedings wire about to be
This cut portrays only one. of pur most po
taken against Smelting caused that
stock to rally 3 points. The whole
pular styles, from a line of hundreds oi smart
market then developed a better tone,
Union Pacific recovering to yestermodels,
day's closing.
The market closed firm. Shorts
covered heavily during the latter part
some ot the
of the session when
alarmist reports were denied. Rallies
followed of 1 to 3 points In the stand
I'
ard stocks and liquidation In the spe
cialties was checked. Union Pacific
Charmeous, Fancy Jap Silks and Foulards are pro
sold a point above yesterday's final
figure and Reading, Steel and South
fusely shown,
ern Pacific a fraction.
The last sales were:
68
Amalgamated Copper
i
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
111
Sugar
101
Atchison
155
Reading
99
Southern Pacific
147r;:
Union Pacific
.
WAV.
59
United States Steel
107
4
United States Steel, pfd

Las Cruces, N. ivl. March 19. After a somewhat 'streauous session ot
the board of regents of the New Mexico College pf Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, which began Saturday
and continued over today, the board
15r: Wildecided not to
liam E. Garrison, president of the
college. Professor Luther Foster, for
some years director of the experiment station at the college, also failed of
to that position, Professor Fabian Garcia, professor of horticulture, being advanced to director
of the experiment station. Registrar J. O. Miller was made principal
of the commercial deparrment. He
Is succeeded as registrar by fi. J.
Guilfoll, former assistant traveling
auditor.
The election of a new president is
left open for the lime being. A committee, consisting of J. H. Paxton and
Francis E. Lester, regents, was
named to consider applications for
president and to recommend a suitable educator for the position. According to a statement made by a
member of the board this evening, extreme care will be taken In the selection of a successor to Dr. Garrison,
the regents being agreed that the
best man to be found in the country
should be chosen
for the position,
which is one for which a man must
be particularly fitted. The presidency pays $4,500 a year. There ae
already sevpral applicants.
Dr. Garrison
The failure to
was not
surprise, locally, at least,
for it Is said he has not been on any
too good terms with the board of regents named since the organization
of the state government over a year
ago. Alleged pernicious political activity in the campaign of 1911, when
state officers were elected, was one
of the objections urged against him,
It is said.
Dr. Garrison has been president ot
the agricultural college, since 1908,
coming here from Las Vegas, where
he was president of the New Mexico
" '
v
Normal university.
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Electric Light
is the ideal
illuminevnt.
Hsxve your
home wired
NOW.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.
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For the Society Girl, For the Business
Woman, For the Athletic Girl

Service
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Spring Line of Silks Superb in Color
Blendings and Qualities
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E. Las Vegas
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Mrs. A.

We have founded up the choicest selection of ail softs of
merchandise for Spring' and
vVe know we need
Summer.
not remind you that style, quality and prices are right when
,
you come to us.

i

in

ir

is

-

a West left this afternoon

E. Montoya, a prominent business
man of Mora, was a visitor here to- -

j

All leading styles in fabrics

j

at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of dress goods and
wash goods than ever.

j

n

js

f f,

w

tut

n

We have a good assortment of made-u- p
BR MDS of go sd quality on which
we are making a VERY SPECIAL price
for Easter at

at that place.
Ernest Kroenig of Tipton left this
afternoon for that place alter a short

Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to S15.00

if

now-a-day-

Bill Coleman returned this afternoon from Mora after a short visit

Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
;
from $7.50 to $20 00

srn

A great deal of art is displayed in
Ladies' Coiffures
which is
largely due to the use of beautiful
BRAIDS and PUFFS.

for Levy after a short visit here.

:

m

visit in the city.
Modesto Aragon of Wagon Mound
came in last night on a short busl-- i
ness visit in the city,
A. L. Kenyon of Santa Fe came in
from that place last night on a few
days' business visit in tne city.
M. L. Pugh and E. F. Shedd, the
wefi
known residents of Wagon
Mound, came in last night for a visit
here.
Mrs. J. S. Little, who has been a
visitor in the city for the past few
days, left today for her home in

24 II0URS

INTEREST WORKS
365 flays a year, observes no holiday and
Money kept at home or in the pocket

or stolen.

never takes a vacation.
earns no interest and is in constant danger of being lost

Open an account here and let yoar money earn
2co On Checking Accounts

4

.

-

'

,

; ;

per cent interest.

4fc On Savings Accounts

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

TRUST
CO.
.
.

110.000.00

S2.45
A GOOD GRAFT

Braids Made to Order
We have just received a large quantity of human French refined hair in all

BY

SPOILED

THE DETECTIVES

j

A DAY

months has been doing the job as flagman on the limited, has decided to go
back to freight service and Homer
Wean will now he on the job swinging the cloths on the limited.

.1

GOSSIP OF THE
SHOPS AND YARDS.

MUSiCA AND HIS SON WERE MAK
ING "AWAY WITH A TREMENDOUS HAUL

A motion picture theater on wheels
Conductor George Tripp has again
has recently been Inaugurated by the
reported for duty after a strenuous 60
educational bureaus of several raildays' work at the legislature in Santa
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
roads for the purpose of demonstrat- Fe.
Mora.
New Orleans, March 19. Charged ing fuel economy to firemen and enSole Agents tor the Celebrated Dorothy Dodtt
Dr. L. Sterling, the well known
Shoes for Women
with
defrauding banks in this coun gineers, says the April Popular MePERFECTLY.
hair
Prices
of
came
El Paso,
Brakeman A. R. Tillman made a
liberal.
in from
physician
your
Agents hr the NEW IDEA Ten Cent Pstterns
try and Europe of approximately
chanics Magazine, in an illustrated
busion
a
that
last
short
place
night
trip on the second district the other
Come in and see for yourself.
Phon Main 104
Antonio Musica of New York article. The demonstration coach is
ness visit.
day on account of shortage of men
and his three sons. George. Arthur equipped with a moving picture ma on
H. L. Hall, representative for the
that district
in
and have
Bring your combings
and Philip, were arrested on the steam- chine which throws pictures of the
Troy Carriage Sunshade company of
er Heredia today. Two daughters of proper and improper firing of locomo
them made into Braids and Puffs.
few
Troy, Ohio, 13 in the city for
Mark Nelson, formerly night
the elder Musica, Louise and Grace, tives on a screen at one end of the
in the local yards, Is now on
NOT days on business.
also were detained. The party was car, and the classes for' instruction
Rev. Father D. P. Callagham, for
the
daylight job as switchman. Dell
taken into custody just before the de- occupy the regular car seats facing
the past two months a visitor here,
Steadman is riding the night goat in
the screen.
parture of the Heredia for Colon.
left this afternoon for rueblo, Colo.,
Nelson's place.
TO
ANY
When searched at police headquarSome of the pictures show the difwhere he will reside.
Repairs are being made on the
ters $50,000 were taken from Arthur ference between stiff-hac- k
Phone Vegas 340
610 Douglas Ave
f G. C. Sheerer, traveling passenger
firing, track from the coal chutes to the
Musica and about $10,000 more from where the coal
fcAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
scoop la held tight with round house in the form of new ties.
agent for the Denver ana Rio Grande
olher members of the. party. The both hands and a
was
a
business
Railway company,
jerking strain comes
Musicas carried with them nine pieces on the back
visitor here yesterday.
each time a shovelful of
John Burks, bonus inspector in the
of baggage which the police hauled to coal is
and
where
fired,
easy
Perry McDonald and family left to- firing,
local
shops, went on a hunting Wp
Fred Corbett has returned from an POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE headquarters. It is believed that
F. O. Jay for Mora where they will locate.
POSTMASTER
AUTHORIZES
muchthe Bx,op Is tandied properly and the yesterday.
'
extended
business
to
FOR
APRIL.
Guadalupita
more money and valuable papers will coal is fiied with a
trip
BLOOD TO ASK FOR BIDS FOR
Mr. McDonald only recently came to
The
swing.
pic"Few people can. write a descrip- be recovered when their trunks are
bringing with him several head of
FEDERAL STRUCTURE
tures also show the ease with which
New Mexico from Indiana.
Boilermakers Spate and Johnson
cattle. Mr. Corbett is farming the tion of a ship, a machine, a natural opened. The party will be taken back
Frank Ettlnger, employed in the
coal is placed where It Is wanted left this
Davidson and Leahy ranches.
week for Kansas City on a
or
a
phenomenon
custom
so to New York at once.
strange
The following advertisement for building department of the Santa Fe
when the scoop is held properly; the 30
Dr. Matthew J. Trenery, superin- graphically, completely and yet conleave
of absence.
days'
Antonio
70
Musica
is
years proper method of lining up the sides
bids received for publication by Post- Railway company, left this afternoon
nearly
tendent of the extension department cisely that everyone who reads will old; Philip about 30. For years
master F. O. Blood from Secretary W. for Lamy on a short business visit.
they and corners of the fire box; the way
of the board of Sunday schools of see the thing described as the author had been
G McAdoo of the treasury department
Importers of cheese. In 1910 in which to turn the scoop to put a , The photographer for the Santa Fe
Mrs. Thomas Blakemore and chil
the Methodist Episcopal church, who saw it," says an' editorial In Popular the government
at Washington indicates that the gov- dren, of Aspen, Co'io., are in the city
charged them with fire directly under the door; the pro- Railway Employes Magazine visited
delivered a talk to the teachers of Mechanics Magazine, "but hundreds underwelghing frauds, and
ernment intends to push the erection visiting
Philip, per amount of coal to pick up In the the local shops la3t week, taking picMrs. Blakemore's parents.
the
school of paid and volunteer correspondents
First
Methodist
Sunday
his
shielding
father, pleaded guilty scoop, and the bad results of picking tures of the day and night force of
of then federal bidding to be built Jn Mr, and Mrs, J. C. Johnsen, for a tew
today, left this afternoon for santa in every part of the world send us and was sentenced to a year's im
the entire shops. Agent D. L.Batcae-lo- r
Las Vega
up too much.
days.
Fe where he will spea& tomorrow.
inat
no
need
and his force were also among
descriptions
translat'
prisonment. Shortly afterward his
R. A. Pittmau,
Advertisement for Federal Building
In addition to the proper handling
representative of
Mrs. Dudley S. Dean
of Boston, ions, drawings that arc as accurate sentence was commuted
those
whose faces will appear In the
President
by
Sites
the Buick Automobl.o coinjmny, with
of the scoop shovel, the right method
Mass., arrived here this afternoon as the processes of nature news Taft, and
next
installment
of the Santa Fe RailNew
to
he
York,
returning
in
of
came
the
Treasury Department,
fire before starting
headquarters
Albuquerque,
preparing
from that place for a short visit written with the camera In the only
way
Employes
became
Magazine.
his
associated
with
again
Office of the Secretary, in this afternoon on a short business
upon the trip is also shown by picwith friends here. Mrs. Dean was universal language." This claim Is father in business.
tures Indicating how the fire should
Washington, D. C, March 15, 191 J visit.
Miss Kate Raynolds of this ably substantiaied by the April numHair goods now became their spe be built, up
Casper Lancaster, who for the past
Mr. and Mrs. 1L E. Bergman re- formerly
Proposals are hereby5 solicited, to be
gradually, starting long
Is
at
of
and
the
ber
which
present
guest
city,
contains 330 articles and cialty and banks for months negotiat
opened in the office of the supervis- turned from Santa Fe last night Mr. and Mrs. John Bobbins of this 350
enough before leaving time to get a two months has been relieving J. V.
illustrations, every article "writ- ed their paper until the recent repudepartment, where they have teen tor the past
ing architect, treasury
good, bright bed of fire on the grates. Ward in the oil house, is again at Us
so you can understand it," and diation of a
ten'
city.
old job aa bosa of the engine wipers.
draft, the attachment of
Washington, D. C, at 10 o'clock, a. m few days. on account of the death of
Mr. and Mrs. A. iI Smith of As- every picture telling a story of Its their
on April n, iyi,J, ror tne saie or ao- - Mr. Bergman s father.
property, charges of criminal
Mr. and Mrs. J. IL Bell left today
Ore., are visitors in the city own.
Art Nelson, call boy at the yard ofmanipulation of Invoices
involving
nation to the United States of a cor
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Newburn of toria,
for
to
Mr.
Denver.
a ten lay vacation at Santa Fe
on
their
The
way
feature article of the month, hundreds of thousands, then the flight
fice, is on the sick list this week.
ner lot, centrally and conveniently lo- Hutchinson, Kan , who have, been the today
and
Charles Dougherty Miles Flalz is
Smith was once a resident of this from which the handsome cover de- of the entire
family, including two Is Albuquerque.
cated and suitable for a federal build-in- guests of Mrs. W. J. Ford of this city
relieving Nelson during
in the law sign! is taken, gives an authoritative
Johnnie as bonus inspector his illness.
been
relieving
engaged
having
city,
daughters.
site at East Las Vegas, New Mex- for the past two months, left this af
practice with William B. Bunker. He list of the "Fortunes In Prizes WattNotice of the dissolution of Mitchell during his absence. ,
ico. The site must be approximately ternoon for their home.
is well known by all the old timers ing to be Won. ' The list includes and
M R. Williams, superintendent of
Company was posted today on
19,000 square feet in area and If the
Philip Sholl, lathe man at the shops.
in the city. Mr. Smith spent today both American and foreign prize of- the stock
On account of the recent reduction Is
miniexchange. It was said that
lot offered is rectangular, Its
bridge and building department of
again at his lathe. Arthur Talley
old friends. He is stop- fers, and the prize sums range from tlffi
dissolu.ti'J'.i was forced by the gov- of forces in all departments of the has been running the lathe
mum dimension must be not less than the Santa Fe Railway company, came looking up
during
at
a
hotel.
Pension
La
few
hundreds to hundreds of thou-and- s ernors of the exchange because the railroad, the night bonus
120 feet.
in this afternoon from a short busi ping
inspector In Scholl's absence.
of dollars. The first of a ser- firm
manipulated on the outside mar- In the shops has been taken off and
The law requires that the site shall ness visit at Trinidad.
ies of articles on "The Battle for Safe
ket the stock of the United States the bonus pooled. Charles Dougherty
M. J. Seaton, representative of the
be at a convenient point between the
Regular communication of Chapman
There has been a slight change in
Water Supplies," by Dr. Allan Mc- Hair
company, recently organized by was formerly a bonus man at night the yard office
incorporated city of East Las Vegas, Burnham, Munger, Root Dry Goods Lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M. tomorrow
concerning the hours
Laughlin, of the United States pub-li- e the Musicas.
and will now act as a substittue until for the
New Mexico, and the incorporated company of Kansas City, Mo., came evening in the Masonic temple.
The first trick is
operators.
health service, appears in the
a position In the bonus department Is now held down
town of Las Vegas, New Mexico. ... in from his headquarters at Kansas
by Miss J. Christy,
April magazine. The writer declares
open.
Upon application the postmaster City last night on a few days' busithe second trick was awarded to Lloyd
Children are much more likely to that "safe water is worth all we
POPE'S NAME DAY
will supply prospective bidders with a ness visit.
contract the contagious diseases when ever
Grinslade and L. H. Rice is doing the
19.
St.
March
Rome,
day.
Joseph's
for
pay
it," and that "this cost
1646 is' 'tied up for repairs third.
circular giving particulars as to reW: E. Harris, who has been em- they have colds. Whooping cough,
Engine
con- is so reasonable that there Is no ex- the name day of Pope Plus X., was
in the shops and engines 1605 and 1602
quirements and Instruction for pre- ployed In the surveying department diphtheria, arescarlet fever and
are
cuse for any city's failure to supply kept as a holiday at the Vatican
often
diseases
that
sumption
have
been taken out of service.
paration of bids and data to accom- of the Santa Fe, left this afternoon contracted when the child has
The lay-of- f
a afe? water 365
list for the week is as
everybody being desirous of condays m the year."
for California where he has accepted cold. That Is why all medical au- "Seal
pany same.
follows:
Conductor
recovUpton Hays, Conon
his
Catching on the Newfoundland gratulating the pontiff
W, G. McADOO, Secretary
a position with the government for- thorities say beware of colds. For Ice Floes"
Is on the layoff ductor S. A, McDonald, Conductor S.
Lee
Engineer
Wright
Thourecent
illness.
from
his
ery
is
described in a well il
the quick cure of colds you will find
Together with the above communi-- ! est aervire.
M. Bowen, Brakeman
I. L. Crites,
Chamberlain's lustrated article by in. A Power. sands of letters and telegrams from list while his enginej1646 is in the
cation Postmaster Blood received &' ''T.!m. Harwood, director of the nothing better than
Conductor M. A. Brennan, Brakeman
,.
bo de "Nothing is Done as it Used to Be,"a11 V&riB of tne world were received. shop.
can
It
Cough
Remedy.
always
communication from the ' supervising Boys' Biblical and Industrial School pended upon and is pleasant and safe
S. E. Collier,
and Porters Charles
His Holiness received the cardinals
architect of the treasury department of Albuquerque, came In from Albu- to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv. Magazine Making is a New Art,"
Roberts
W.
and
A. Burns.
D.
J.
In
car
but
all of the pub"The Ofte Universal Language," and
Stroud, general
foreman,
private audience,
requesting that a complete map of querque last night on a short busiassolic
ceremonies
that
have
with
at
been
'This
Albuquerque,
Wonderful
headquarters
New
Age We are
both East Las Vegas and Las Vegas ness! visit. Mr. Harwood is stopping
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT; Living
C. A. Bruce Is now doing time on
In," are topics discussed, edi- ciated with the observance in the past was a business visitor at the rip track
be forwarded to him at once.' Imme- at 'tie Castaneda hotel.
Of Severiana Esquibel de GallegoS; torially,
the
were
second oy1oi In the capacity of
in
with
dispensed
compliance yesterday.
by Frank Parker
.
diate action will Undoubtedly be MikeV l Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Raywood deceased.
conductor.
the
with
the
of
orders
strict
Handsome
pope's
views
or
page
by the citizens regarding these com- came in last night from Denver for
State of New Mexico,
,
groups of views show a dirigible bal- physicians.
Rumors are ibout the shops to the
munications and it is expected that a , visit with Mr. Raywood's father County of San Miguel.
loon In the making; the Woolworth
effect that Alfonso Fulgensl, assistant
the new federal building will be a and mother, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Does the Safety Habit pay 7 The
Office of the Probate Clerk, County building
air man, Is to be married In the near
compared with a "primitive
of this city. Gordon Raywood of San Miguel, N. M.
reality In a. short time.
following appeared in the March numskyscraper of India," the new Grand
future to Miss Mary Martinez of Las ber of the Santa Fe
is at present employed with the Un- To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
Magazine:
Central terminal at New Pork; Jap-- i
Vegas.
Statistics show that the railroads
ion Pacific company at Denver and is
ing:
anese
apparatus and
Attorney General McReynolds is well known here.
of this country carried more than
You are hereby notified that the
the
dam on the
Assouan
methods;
the on'iy bachelor of the new cabinet.
A number of changes have been one billion people last
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fugate are visit- fifth day of May, A. D. 1913, has been
year, of whom
River Nile and the new granite coloffice but 136 were killed in train accidents.
made in the superintendent's
ors here today from Hebron, Neb., fixed by the Honorable Probate Court, umns of
the United States treasury.
this week. A T. Shaw, formerly clerk During the same period 146 persons
Wlllard Saulsbury, the new Unit- where Mr. Fugate has been employed in aud for the county and state afore
Other features of special Interest
Will go where any other car
ed States senator
in
the chief, dispatcher's office, is now were killed by automobiles In, New
from Delaware, for the past-yea- r
Santa
Fe
by the
said, as. the day to prove the last will are: "Baseball-Catchinand Returnwill
,
employed in the superintendent's of- York City alone. And during the same
may be said to belong to a senator- Railway company in the capacity of and testament of said Severiana Esgo
ing Device;" "Motion-Pictur- e
School
fice. C. A. PurcelL formerly telegraph period over 300
ial family. 'His father was a United agent. Mr. Fugate has resigned' his
people were killed by
quibel de Gallegos, deceased.
for Railroad firemen;" "Scott Expein the ,yard office, has taken the street cars of
States senator back. In the sixties position at' Hebron and will 'leave, 'In Testimony Whereof,-operator
have here dition TroveJ Value of Motor
Chicago,, while over
,
can-Will go where other cars
Sleds;"
and he also had an uncle in the sen- shortly for Portland, Ore., to enflbr unto sot my .hand and affixed the seal
the position vacated by Shaw, and L. 12,000 were Injured. This is concise
"Electric
Ice
'
on
Fountain
Chicago
ate.
H. Rice, formerly agent at French, ; evidence of the fact that
not go
a business house at that place.
of the Probate Court this 17th day of
railway man-.- ,
Boulevard;" "CanaU of Mars Indihas taken the position of operator In agements are doing everything posMarch A. D. 1913.
cate Life on the Planet;" "A Tape- the yard office.
sible to minimize the danger of railLORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Measure Fire Kseape;" "Natural Gas
Will go when any other car
road travel, and they deserve credit
Clerk of the Probate Court
t'roviiiding Automobile Fuel;" "PrisE. T. Snath, who for the past few for the success of their efforts.
will go
ons That are Model Structures;"
It Is figured that the membership "Locomotive Builer with an 'Accorof the next house pf representatives dion' Joint;" "Novelties aud Oddities S Will
go when other cars can- will stand: Democrats, 291; republi- Seen in Show Windows;'
;
"The
cans, 97; progressives, progressive Standard Schools of Rural Illinois;"
Awill raise
If it may be termed a scienco
republicans and Wasningtan party "Armored Aeroplanes for U. S. Army
nuiht
men, 47; total, 435.
Fliers," etc.
Made of Vanadium steel,
bisinclude a means of
The first of a series of articles ou
presenting the
3
lightest, strongest, toughest
James N. Baker, tne new secretary "Practical Telephony" appears In the
proposition to the greatest number
I
of the United States senate, has tor Shop Notes section, which contains
steel known , making it strong,
is more
of prospective buyers. To reach this
tne usual amount of good and varied
20 years sered as assistant librarian of the senate. He was born In material. Details for constructing a
light, easy to operate.
class in the southwest uss the
South Carolina 52 years ago and was small electric motor are giveu In the
1
Amateur Mechanics department.
educated at W'offord college.

Hoffman
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Graubarlh

shades and all grades, 30 to 36 and 38
inches long, which can be made to
your individual order. We can match
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The Best at Any Price
No other baking
powder
nicer, lighter

k

W
I

cuits, cakes and

-

k

pastry, none
pure and wholesome

Then Why Pay More?
A
m

The
Science of

;

W.
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BOURNE

The father of Jack Daly, the BaltiTair.pa, Fla., will hold a special
AGENT
more pugilist, was one ot the victims e'iection early next month to decide n
Las Vegas jt
Fountain Square
of the recent dynamite explosion at the question of adopting tha commls- BOX 553
i
ecu
iiaiUiiore.
H
--

Selling

Farms

sropy

'w 'op
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OF THE AMERICAN 43,553 held less than 100 shares each;
U.354 held from 100 to 1,000 shares
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY'S ANNUAL REPORT
each ;
356 held from 1,000 to 5,0000 shares
The report just issued by the
.American Telephone and Telegraph
each ;
19 held 5,000 shares or more each
Company for the year ending December 31, 1912, hows that the tele(omitting brokers and holders
in investment trusts, etc.)
phone lias become iu the United
Of the holders of less than 100
States, to a greater extent than anywhere else la the world, a household shares, each 9,450 held 5 shares or
There are now 70,(H)0 less each; 31,953 held 25 shares or
necessity.
towns, cities and hamlets from which less each.
The report tells of the new plan
telephone messages may be sent.
This is 5,000 more than the number announced January 1, last, for emol post offices in the Lnited States; ployes' pensions, disability benefits
10,000 more than the number of ral.-- j and insurance adopted by the Ameri- road stations and nearly three times can Telephone and Telegraph comthe number of regular telegraph of- pany, by its associated companies,
Union Telegraph
fices. There are altogther V, 456,074 by the Western
telephone stations in the Hell Sys- company and by the Western Electem, which is an increase over last tric company. For the purpose of inyear of 823.419 stations. This com- augurating these benefits the Ameripares with an increase during the can Telephone ana Telegraph company made an. initial appropriation
previous year of 74fi,906 stations.
There are about 200,-00Including the traffic over the long- of $2,000,000.
distance lines, but not including the
employes men and women in
connecting companies, tne daily aver- the sedvice of the companies conage of toll connections iu 1912 was cerned who will te directly or indiabout 738,000, and o exchange con- rectly affected by this provision. The
nections about 25,572,000. This
plan has been elaborately worked out
and 23,4X4,000 in and will, it is believed, result In the
with
1911.
Speaking oroadly this means increased happiness and betterment
that the daily average of telephone, of employees.
The company has worked hard to
conversations last year reached
ocean to ocsecure the
or at the rate of about
for the year, cs against ean service. On this point President
24,129,000 in 1911 wntn the rate was Vail Bays:

0

com-jarc-

s

645,-jO-

long-planne- d

"Experience with the engineering
Theodore N. Vail, president of the devices and methods employed In the
'line having demon-strate- d
company, gives some highly interest- New
their value under Bevere pracing statistics comparing the telephone traffic in the United Stites tical conditions, a systematic intronnd Europe with the operations of duction of these improvements was
the mail and telegraph services. Tak- undertaken and actively prosecuted
ing the last available figures those throughout the United States, so that
for the year 1S11 the records may at the end of 1912 there was a total
of 54,750 miles of the heaviest-gaugbe thus summarized:
year,

7,770,000,000

York-Denv-

e

Number

Per Cent
of Total
Europe

During

Type

o

1911

message

class mall matter

Telegrams
Telephone

conversations

Total

During

States
Per Cent
of Total

1911

U. S.

United

Europe-

Number

40.1

72.2

9,700,000,000

1.6
26.2

108,000,000

0.4

6,000,000,000

14,100,000,000

59.5

22,870,000,000

100.0

24,20.000,000

16,500,000,000
370,000,000

These
figures snow that While
Europe has three ami a halt times the
Telegraph traffic of tne United States
;tnd nearly twice the first class mail
of the
traffic it has only
telephone traffic, owing to the greater effieUmcy and distribution of the
telephone in this country.
The Hull System showed a gross
revenue not including that of Uie
lines of
independent
two-fifth- s

100.0

wires equipped with the new arrangement, thus doubling their transmission efficiency, and in addition to
this there were obtained,1 without any
expenditure for new wires, phantom
circuits equivalent to 12,600 miles of

'

'

BASEBALL

f

TOE

For YOU!

NOTES

George Magoon, the old major league inflelder, has signed to coach the
University of Maine baseball team.
Larry Doy'ie, of the Giants, has
found his batting eye early this season and is whaling the pill to all
corners of Texas.
Owner Frank Farrell is with the
New Yorkers in Bermuda, and "Chubby" Charles Murphy is watching his
Cubs perform in, Florida.
Sylvester, the youngster who Is
playing right field for the White Sox
second team, led the Wisconsln-llli-nl'league in batting last season.
The new Huntington, W. Va., team
in the Ohio State league will be managed by Sam Wright, a former Kansas City and Louisville pitcher.
With Pitcher Ray Collins" contract
signed and in the strong box, President McAleer has all of his Boston
Champions lined up for the season.
Pitcher "Dixie" Walker, formerly
or the Washington team, and later
has
with Baltimore and Wilkes-Barrsigned with Bill Friel's St. Paul team.
The Danville club of the Three-- I
league, has signed Pitcher Ukana-vltc- h
and Cather Bossaloughnl. Nice
umpires
battery for the Three-Lamto announce.
Ty Cobb has organised a ball team
ond while waiting for the Detroit
club to come across with an Increase
In salary, Ty will tour the southern
states with his aggregation of ball
tossers.
Pittsburg fans figure that the Pirates' chances to cop the cambric
depend largely upon Butler's ability
to shine in the infield, and Pitcher
Hendrix coming to terms and joining
the team.
The Pacific Coast league teams
have been giving the White Sox plenty to do in the way of ball playing.
On the same day recently, San Francisco beat the White Sox regulars 2
to 1, while Los Angeles was defeating the Sox yanigans 8 to 7.
A few years make a uig difference
in baseball. Tim Murnane, the veteran scribe, says that several of the
Red1 Sox youngsters never heard of
"Duke" Farrell until they arrived at
Hot Springs, Ark. The "Duke" who
was star for a aozen years with Chicago, Brooklyn and New York, la
now coaching the Red Sox.

MARCH 19, 1913.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

f you use
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I!

It 's giving you
a present for do-

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

RATES

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn hew Much
EcUcr EMPRESS
realty
Made by GER-

MAN PROCESS

4i

'
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OPTfC'8
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MAIN

NUMBER,
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r

FRENCH- -

can be ob

tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S
NOTICE.
ASSESSMENT
Notice is hereby given to all taxpayers in Precinct Nos 29 of the
county of San Miguel, that I will ba
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
tween the hours of 8 a. r and 5 p.
m., until the 30th day of April, 1913,
to receive returns t f all taxable property. Those failing to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen-laof 25 per cent will be Imposed
on those who fall to make returns.
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 15,
yt

the heaviest gauge circuit. These
improvements have brought into communication with each other places
formerly too remote, and between a
1913.
WOMAN
MANY A SUFFERING
great number of places less remote,
MANUEL A. SANCHEZ,
Drags herself painfully through her
$1990,000. This was a gain ol noteworthy improvements i:: the ser- daily tasks Buffering from backache,
Assessor.
headache, nervousness, and loss of
$20,0fl0,00o over the previous year. vice have been reported.
D.
H.
YOUNG,
not knowing her Ills are due
A
concareful appraisal
very
"Engineering plans have been com sleep,
Deputy.
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
ducted by the engineers of the pleted for the extension of four heavy
Kidney Pills give quick rel'ef from
of the Bell copper wires from Denver to San pain and misery, a prompt return 'o
physical property
System as of August 1st, last, show- - Francisco and construction work is health and strength. No woman who
Children are much more likely to
en mat wune tne book cost was to commence as soon as the weather suffers can afford to overlook l oley contract the contagious diseases when
O.
G. Schaefer
ind they have colds. Whooping cough,
Kidney Pills.
$73(1,000,000, the cost of reproduction permits."
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
diphtheria, scarlet fever and con
at that rate would have been
In 33 different states there are pub-li- e
sumption are diseases that are often
In other words, the comservice and other state commisa
contracted when the child has
pany was carrying the property on its sions which supervise the telephone A MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN cold. That is why all medical au
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me., thorities
books at ?G1,000,000 below its actual service. This supervision is entirebeware of colds. For
sends out this warning to railroaders the quick say
cure of colds you will And
distinct
from the supervision of everywhere. "My work as conductor
iinysicai value at the time of its ap- ly
better than Chamberlain's
praisal. In this appraisal thero were the interstate, commerce commission. caused a chronic inflammation of the nothing
Cough Remedy. It can always be de
I
was
and
a'l
and
miserable
Included no tangible assets whatever, The report contains the interesting kidneys
pended upon and is pleasant and safe
such as good will, patents, franchises, letter addressed by Attorney General played out. From the day I began to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
I
Pills
began to
cost of developing tha business, etc. Wickersham to the chairman of the tking Foley Kidney and I an.
better
regain my strength,
commerce
the
was
For
commission at row than I have been U r twenty
an increas interstate
year there
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
in assets of $92,300,000, or which Washington touching the activities years." Try them. O. G. Schaefer
won its great reputation and exten
of the company and also the order and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
$75,600,000 represented current addisive sale by its remarkable cures of
tions to the plant, Including the nec made by the interstate commerce
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
an
Frank
Carsey,
Chicago
essary real estate. During the five commission as of January 13, last,
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
has
fever
the
back"
"come
scrapper,
dealers. Adv.
year period between 1907 and 1912 directing that a thorougn Investiga- and will endeavor to
get into condithe assets of the Bell Companies have tion be made "concerning the history
tion for another whirl in the boxing
the rates,
increased $311,000,000 while the capi-a- l the financial operations
game.
obligations and payables outstand- rules, regulations and practices of teleFEDERATION Of
ing have increased only a little over phone and telegraph companies subThe surplus and reser- ject to the act to regulate commerce, A Cold, La Grippe, Then Pncumanlr
$199,000,000.
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
ves have increased from $61,300,000 with a view to the making of a comCLUBS
to $154,200,000 or nearly $103,000,000, prehensive report and to the issuance Grippe coughs hang on, weaken thesystem, and lower the vital resistven after setting aside $8,S45,0o0 of such order, or orders, as may be ence. R. G.
t,
Collins, postmaster,
for the Benefit Fund recenty create i necessary to correct such discriminaN. J., says: "I was troubled
tions and make applicable reasonable with a severe La Grippe cough which
for the employees.
MARCH 24 to 27
The American Telephone and Tele- rates and practices." The policy of completely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stop
graph Company itself shows total the company, as In the past, will do ped the coughing spells entirely. It
with the examiners con- can't be beat."0. G. Schaefer and
warnings of $12,717,992.75, and a bal- to
ance of $6,017,357.04 after payment ducting this investigation and to aid Red Cross Dmg Co. Adv.
j
)f interest and the regular dividends public officials in. every possible waj(
of S per cent per annum. At ihe in their effort to ascertain the real
COMMERCIAL CLUBS MEET
REDUCED PAKE
$
close of the year its outstanding cap. facts respecting the telephone service
Grand Forks, N. D., March 19. The J
SC3.-4of
the
United
States.
ital stock was $331,805,700, and bonds
North Dakota Federation of CommerPresident Vail says in conclusion-- , cial clubs began its third annual con jj From Las Vegas to Albuquerque jf
For the capital stock
$105,002,000.
"As to the future or the company,) vention in this
and Return
outstanding there lias been paid into
city today with a large
the company's treasury $35ti,732,2IS, it was never brighter. Business Indi- attendance.
E.
Lander
J.
President
Tickets on sale March 23 to 2G
y
or nearly $22,000,000 more than tne cations nre normal, our relations occupied the chair. In addition to ad
inclusive.
with
the
with
the
public and
public dresses by several prominent speakpar value of the stock.
Final return limit March 2!1
Scarcely any corporation iu the authorities on a mutually satisfactory ers the convention listened to reports
tickets and information about
For
basis.
United States has its capital stock
Rhowing gratifying resu'ts In the eftrain service apply to
"The organization, on tne lines set forts of the commercial clubs the past
inoro widely
distributed than the
American Telephone and Telegraph forth in previous reports is about year to assist in the agricultural and
division of the industrial development of the state. J D. L. BATCH ELOR, Ajjenl
A majority of the shares complete, and the
company.
are held by women and less than 7 work is so clearly drawn and so The convention will continue over to
Las Vejrns
Jer cent is held in the name of brok- closely correlated between the local morrow.
erage houses. Tne average number administration of the associated comof Bhares held by each stockholder panies and the central general
ot the American Telelit the closo of 1912 was shown to be
6.
phone and Telegraph company that
mm
mmm mm
99
The number of shareholders on there Is no duplication ot effort r
,emmmiML
be books ot the American Telephone conflict In administration." AdV.
(rtrxd Telegraph company at the close
Joe Rivers has arrived In New
pi the last year wa 50,297, which indicates an increase for the year of York and has statred training forhls
iummMStmmmm
The following extremely in- second bout with Leach Cross.
S.956.
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IM ONE DAY.
teresting table shows Just how the
mtock of ,the company is distributed
Willie Lewis has been signed to
Always remember the full name. Look
and the number of shares held by meet Marcel Moreau, the French
tor this signature on every box. 25c.
tmtti large and small holders:
boxer, at Paris, March 19.
$797,-100,00-

old-tim- e
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CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY

MASONS

RegaJar con
vocation first Monday la
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

O.

Rutledgo, Worthy Matron; Mn. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND

2....

No.

4
8
10

1....
3.

...

7
9

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

Bepan
p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m.'. .
.

.

p.

a

p. ts

a.

a

p. m
'

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.

a.

a
a

p.
p. m

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunisv

For Rent

Attorneys-at-LaMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Las
New Men-- :
Vegas.
In
Meet
the Forest of brotherly
rOR RENT Six room house, good lo
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
cation. Call 716 Seventh street
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
FOR RENT Eight room stone house,
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommlo, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
modern conveniences.
920
Apply
Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
Main ill
Galllnas.
welcome and cordially invited.
House Telephone
Main l

FOR RENT
511

Modern

Ninth street.

w

furnished flat. J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
O. of B. B. Meets
every first

I.

Tuesday of
rooms of
o'clock p.
cordially
FOR SALE Baby chicks
and eggs
President;
for hatching. C. W. Wesner, phone
retary.
Main 454.

For Sate

FOR SALE 6 hole range and 2 burn
er blue flame oil stove. Apply 620
Main avenue.

DR.

F.

B. HUXMANN

Dentist
the month In the vestry
Dental work of any description
Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
m. Visiting brothers are
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
Invited.
Isaac Appel,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Charles Greenclay, Sec

COUN
FOR SALE 1 young Jersey cow; will KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
be fresh in a few days. C.iarles F,
fourth Thursday in O. R. C.Hall,
Adlon, East Las Vegas.

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, V. 8.

13

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
DOL
the sum of ONE HUNDRED
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.

FRANK J. CHENEY.
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Sworn to before me and subscribes
Meets every Monday evening at
in my presence, this 6th day of Detheir hall on Sixth street All visit cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
lng brethren cordially invited to at
(Seal)
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Notary Public.
Is taken Inter
Hall's
Cure
Catarrh
V.
T.
M.
G.;
Lehman,
Elwood,
nally and acts directly upon the
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al- Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
jso harness and buggy. 716 Seventh
system. Send for testimonials free
street
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meet Renond
n1
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sin- Adv
fourth
of
each
pation.
Tuesday
evening
and
Comb
Rose
gle
Reds, Barred
month
on
Elka
home
Ninth
street
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothYou can say goodbye to constipa
Osage City, Kan.
tion with a clear conscience if you
ers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Tablets.
use Chamberlain's
Many
D. W. ConExalted Ru:-r- ;
have been permanently cured by their
don. Secretary.
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv
I. O. O.

Piano and player, with
100 selections. China pubbard, din- jlng room table and refrigerator. 16
Grand avenue.

FOR SALE

',

Lost

LOST

Gold signet ring with initials

M. E. R.

Finder return to Optic

ADVERTISEMENT

RETAIL PRICES

of-

fice and receive reward.

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 .ba., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to
200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

FOR

BJDS.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the Board ot Education of East
Las Vegas, N. M., up to noon of April

for the labor and material
necessary In remodelling the basements of the Douglas avenue and
high school buildings and the installing of the plumbing for inside toilets.
according to plans and specifications
,y E. W. Hart, architect. Proposals
to be directed to Board and left In
care of 'the architect.
A certified check for $25 must ac
-company each
pposal.
reserves
the right to re
The Board
ject any or all bids.
14, 1913,

.

20c per
25c per
30e per
40o per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100
100 lbs.

lb.

1M lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ano
Lasting Qualities ot Whloh Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Flnlahlns, Paper Hanirlns
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Glvsrt,
est Sid Plaza
Old Town
.

That is

Laxative Brcxo

Meets second an
Thursday evening eal
month at W. o. W. Hall. Vlsltlni
brothers cordially Invited.
Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Tborniti;
Secretary.

Experienced woman to do
No.
cooking and help with housework.
BROTHERHOOD
Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053 Eighth FRATERNAL
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday
street.
night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at No.
8 o'clock.
GOOD practical nurse wishes few
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
cases. Address 706 Lincoln avenue
or phone Purple 5102.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

EMPRESS

Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Cha
l.iebachnor, Chaa
cellor Commands
Keeper of Record!

fourth

Mri. J.

WANTED

GREY (STER- LiNG) FINISH

I IB MtB

y

carder.

Wanted

V BEAUTIFUL

Castlt
Vtsitlaj

In

Hall.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No.
S. Meets first and third Fridays No.
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple, No.

f.

1

ev

Monday

Arrive

SILVER
PLATE

ery
ning

Reg-jjSula-

AL ARCH

?X

SONS'

y?

NO. .

KNIGHT8 OF P
THIAS Meets

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
mmr
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
r
Harry Martin,
conclave sec d Tues-flaand Seal.
In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O.
MOOSE
KlnkeL B. O.; Chas. Tamme, Re

LAS VEGAS

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE 5
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

LODGE

DORADO

munication first and
third Thursday
in
each month. Viaiting
brother cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

ADVER-

Five cent per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. At!
advertls mente charged
will be booked at space actually set,
is. g without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.

p

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4.
A. M. Regular com

A

COLUM

FLOUR

s

There 5s Only One

LOBBY

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

Classified

ads. search out the people

wose wno MIGHT

BUY-- tha

to whom among all
particular thing Is worth moat

That property you want to aell Is WORTH MOST
who reads the ads. In this
newspaper and would never

j

your property unless It were atfertised here.

aomeoae
hear el

Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newt-jape- r
want (aad
are anxious x pay cash for)
books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any sort, and musical

AHO

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

As the classified ads. are read
by all possible
of all
sible aorta of things, they have come to be findersbuyeis.
of the beat

pos-

LAS V, GAS DAILY OPTIC WEDNESDAY, MARCH
19, 1913.

Td hate to think it," said the

fore-

man, gloomily; then after a moment,
during which the only sound was that
of the mnfflpd hnnf.henta- - "Well what

AJJOMAIICE
-

I've laid awake nights
"Humph!
figurln' that out. I reckon we'll Just
have to git another foot-racand beat
Skinner.
He ain't the fastest in the
world."
"That takes coin. We're broke."
"Mebbe Mr. Chapin would lend a

OJp

i

XV

DEACH

foot-racin-

J

SUGGESTED BY THE PLAY BY"
"""S'PV-Mra Am TMTrr jfnMVrrrnr

die."
The three men loped onward through
the darkness, weighted heavily with

IlJlisli:&.t

Bert

dgZKT
fOPYRlCHT
CHAPTER

391 0 JBY HffiFER

I.

OUR cowboys inclined
"in
Mil bodies over the

theli

I

barbed-wir-

e

fence which marked the di
viding line between the Cen
tipede Ranch and their own,
staring mournfully Into a
summer night such as onlj

T

Sml t

BROTHERS

"That horn-toa- d
let Mrs. Melby die
aid he. , "It's sure
again
comin' to a hunnacaboo between him
and me. If somebody don't kill him
pretty soon, he'll wear out that machine before we git It back."
"Humph! It don't look like we'd
ever get It back," said Stover.
One of the four sighed audibly, then
vaulting into his saddle, went loping
away without waiting for bis companions.
"Cloudy's sore because they didn't
play 'Navajo, " said Willie. "Well, 1
dont blame 'em none for omittin' that
It ain't rat the class of
them other pipes. AYhile it's devised
to suit the intellect of an Injun, perhaps it ain't in the runnin' w ith 'The
Holy City,' which tune is the sweetest
and sacredest ever sung."
Carara paused with a hand upon the
neck of his cayuse.
"Eet is not so fine as 'The Baggage
Car in Front,' " he declared.
"It's got it beat a mile!" Willie
flashed back, harshly.
"Here, you!" exclaimed Stover, "no
arguments. We all have our favorites,
and it ain't up to no individual to
force his likes and dislikes down no
other feller's throat." The other two
men he addressed mounted their broncos stiffly.
"I repeat," said Willie: "'The Holy
City,' as sung by Mrs. Melby, is the
swellest tune that ever hit these
parts."
Carara muttered something in Spanish which the others could not understand.
"They're all fine pieces," Stover observed, placatingly, when fairly out ol
"Yon
hearing of the
boys have each got your preference.
Cloudy, bein' an Injun, has got his,
and I rise to state that I like that
monologue, 'Silas on Fifth Avenoo,'
better than all of 'em, which ain't
nothin' ag'inst my judgment nor
yours. When Silas says, 'The girl
opened her valise, took out her purse,
closed her valise, opened her purse,
took out a dime, closed her purse,
opened her valise, put in her purse,
closed her valise, give the dime to the
conductor, got a nickel in change, then
opened her valise, took out her purse,
closed her valise" Stover began to
rock in his saddle, then burst into a
loud guffaw, followed by his companions. "Gosh! That's awful funny!"
'Si! si!" acknowledged Carara, his
white teeth showing through the

the far southwestern country knows. And as the four
Inclined their bodies, they
Inclined also their ears, after the
trained manner of listeners who
feel anguish at what they hear. A
voice, shrill and human, pierced the
night like a needle, then, with a
wail of a tortured soul, died away"
amid discordant raspings: the voice
of a phonograph. It was their own,
or had been until one
day, when the Flying Heart Ranch
bad staked it as a wager in a foot,
race with the neighboring Centipede, and their own man had been too
slow. As it had been their pride, It
remained their disgrace. Dearly had
they loved, and dearly lost it It
meant something that looked like
honor, and though there were ten
thousand thousand phonographs, In all
the world there was not one that could
take its place.
The sound ceased, there was an approving distant murmur of men's
voices, and then the song began:
"Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
Lift up your voice and sing "
Higher and higher the voice mounted until it reached again its first thin,
pitch.
"Still Bill" Stover stirred uneasily
In the darkness.
"Why'n'ell don't they keep her
wound up?" he complained.
"Gallagher's got the soul of a wart-hog- .
It's
criminal the way he massacres that
hymn."
Prom a rod farther down the wire
fence Willie answered him, in a boy's
falsetto:
"I wonder if he does it to spite me?"
"He don't know you're here," said
Stover.
The other came out of the gloom,
a little
man with
spectacles.
"I ain't noways sure," he piped,
peering up at his lanky foreman.
Why do you reckon he alius lets
Mrs. Melby peter out on my favorite
record? He done the same thing last
night. It looks like an insult"
"It's nothing but his ignorance,"
Stover replied. "He don't want no
gloom.
trouble with you. None of 'em do."
"An it's just like a fool woman,"
"I'd like to know for certain." The
small man seemed torn by doubt. "If tittered Willie.
"That's sure ona
I only knew he done it
I'd ridic'lous line of talk."
"Still Bill" wiped his eyes with the
git him. I bet I could do it from
back of a bony hand. "I know that
here."
Stover's voice was gruff as he com- hull monologue by heart, but I can't
never get past that spot to save my
manded:
"Forget it! Ain't It bad enough for soul. Right there I bog down, comus fellers to hang around like this plete." Again he burst into wild laugh"1
every night without advertising our ter, followed by his companions.
"
don't see how folks can be so dam'
Idiocy by a
"They ain't got no right to that funny!" he gasped.
"It's natural to 'em, like warts," said
phonograph," Willie averred darkly.
"Oh yes, they have; they won it Willie; "they're born with it, the
fair and square."
same as I was born to shoot Btraight
"Fair and square! Do you mean to with either hand, and the same as
on Mex was born to throw a rope. He
say Hump Joe run that
the square?"
don't know how he does it, and neithei
"I never said nothin' like that what- do I. Some folks can say funny things
ever. I mean we bet it, and we lost some can sing, like Missus Melby;
It Listen! There goes Carara's some can run
like that Cen
piece! "
tipede cook "
Out past the corral floated the anCarara breathed an eloquent Mexnouncement in a man's metallic syl- ican oath,
lables:
"Do von reckon he fixed that, raca
"'The Baggage Coach Ahead,' as with Humpy Joe?" inquired Stover.
sung by Helena Mora for the Echo
Phonograph, of New York and
war-dr.nc-

over-confide-

g

ranch-house-

gun-play?-

foot-rac-

e

foot-race-

From the dusk to the right of the
two listeners now issued soft Spanish

f

t

"

.

"

"

phrases.
"Madre de Dios! 'The Baggage Cai
in Front!' T'adora Mora! God bless

ert"

During the rendition of this affectremained
draped uncomfortably over the barbed
wire barrier, lost In rapturous enjoyment. When the last note had died
away, Stover roused himself reluctantly.
"It's time we was turnln' in." He
called softly, "Hey, Mex!"
"Si, Senbr!"
ing ballad the two

cow-me-

n

"Come on, you and Cloudy.

"Cut that out, Mex!
ub," Stover cautioned.

They'll

hear

"Caramba! This t'ing is brek my
'eart," paid the Mexican, sadly. "It
seem like the Senorita Mora is sing
that song to me. Mebbe she knows
I'm set out 'ere on cactus an' listen
to her. Ah, I love that Senorita ver'

much."
The little man with the glasses began to swear In his high falsetto. His
ear had caught the phonograph operator In another musical mistake.

' disappointment.
,
Annua hi me r lying Heart Kancn
were not all to Jack Chapin's liking,
Ever since that memorable foot-racmore than a month before, a gloom
had brooded over the place which
even the presence of two Smith College girls, not to mention that of Mr.
Fresno, was unable to dissipate. The
cowboys moped about like melancholy
shades, and neglected their work to
discuss the disgrace that had fallen
upon them. It was a task to get any
of them out in the morning, several
had quit, the rest were quarreling
among themselves, and the bunk-houshad already been the scene of
more than one encounter, altogether
too sanguinary to have originated
from such a trivial cause as a foot
e,

e

race.
The master of the ranch sought his
sister Jean, to tell her frankly what
was on his mind.
"See here, Sis," he began, "I don't
want to cast a cloud over your little
house-partbut I think you'd better
keep your friends away from my
men."
"Why, what is the matter?" she demanded.

n

a

Miss Blake, curiously.
"I haven't
heard about any
"Ycu tell her," said the man, with
anothar sigh, and a how-lesgesture
that told the depth of his feelings.
"Why, Stover hired a fellow a couple
of mdnths ago as a
The man said he was hungry, and
made a good Impression, so we put
foot-race.-

s

horse-wrangle- r.

bim on."

Here Stover slowly raised one booted foot and kicked his other calf.
"The boys nicknamed him Humpy

Joe"

' "Why, poor thing! Was he hump- packed?" inquired Helen.
"No," answered Still Bill. "Humpback is lucky. We called him Humpy
Joe because when it came to running
he could sure hump himself."
"Boon after Joseph went to work,"
Jean continued, "the Centipede outfit

CHAPTER

II.

ELEN BLAKE was undeniably bored. The sultry aft
ernoon was very long long
er even than Berkeley Fresno's autobiography, and
quite as dry. It was too hoi
and dusty to ride, so she
took refuge in the latest
"best seller," and sought
out a hammock on the
,
shaded
where Jean Chapin
was writing letters, while the diseonsolate Fresno, banished, wandered at
large, vaguely injured at her lack oi
appreciation.
the girls dipped
Into the box of bonbons between them
Jean finished her correspondence and
essayed conversation, but her' compan
ion b Diona nead was bowed over the
book in her lap, and the effort met
with no response. Lulled by the somniferous droning of insects and lazy
echoes from afar, Miss Chapin was
on me verge of slumber, when she
saw her guest rapidly turn the last
pages of her novel, then, with a choco
late between her teeth, read wide-eyeto the finish. Miss Blake closed
the book reluctantly, uncurled slowlv
then stared out through the dancing
vine-galiery-

--

NO OLD MEN

cook-hous-

her face masklike, her movements deliberate as usual.
Joy, spying the girl, grinned at her.
She tossed her head coquettishly and
her step slackened, whereupon the
cook, with a sly glance around, tapped
her gently on the arm, and said:
"Nice li'l gaily."
"The Idea!" indignantly exclaimed
Miss Blake from her hammock.
But Mariedetta was not offended.
Instead she smiled over her shoulder
as she had smiled- at her lover an in
stant before.
"Me like you fine. You like pie?"
Joy .nodded toward the door of the
culinary department, as if to make
free of his hospitality, at the instant
that Carara, who had circled the building, came into view from the opposite
fide, a fresh cigarette between his
His languor vanished at the
lips.
first glimpse of the scene, and he
strode toward the white-clacelestial,
who dove through the open door like
a prairie dog into his hole. Carara
followed at his heels.
"It serves him right!" cried Miss
Blake, rising. "I hope Mr. Carara "
A din of falling pots and pans issued from the
mingled
with shrill cries and soft Spanish imprecations; then, with one
wail, the pandemonium ceased as sud
denly as it had commenced, and Carara issued forth, black with anger.
"Ha!" said he, scowling at Mariedetta, who had retreated, her hand
upon her bosom. He exhaled a lungful of cigarette smoke through his
nostrils fiercely. "You play wit' me,
eh?"
"No, no!" Mariedetta ran to him,
and, seizing his arm, cooed amorously
in Spanish.
"Bah! Vamos!" Carara flung her
from him, and stalked away.
"Well, of all the outrageous things!"
said Miss Blake. "Why, she was actu
ally flirting with that Chinaman,
"Mariedetta flirts with every man
she can find," said Jean, calmly, "but
she doesn't mean any harm. She'll
marry Carara some time if he doesn't

Stover bowed loosely. "Thank you
The very thought of it will cl:'.- -.
up the gang. Life "round hero i
blaeker 'n a spade flush. I think I'ilj
tell Willie." He shambled rapidly rfj
around the house.
"Helen dear, I don't want Culver
to get mixed up in this affair," ex-- i
plained MIbs Chapin, as soon as they)
were alone. "It's all utterly foolish j
Tack doesn't want him to, either."
'
"Very well. If Culver doesn't feel
that he can beat that cook running, I
know who will try. Mr. Speed will &
I ask. It's a shame the way
anything
.
. t.
'
, ..
i
liiuBt: iru ucive iueeu ireatea.
"But Mr. Speed isn't a sprinter."
"Indeed!" Miss Blake bridled. "Per
haps Culver Covington Isn't the onlvj
athlete in Yale College. I happen U
know what I'm talking about."
"I don't think he will consent wher
he learns the truth."
"I assure you," said Mibs Blakei
sweetly, "he will fee delighted."
misrs.

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
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"This Grubslinger

Thinks

He

Run."
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IN CABINET

March 19. Today's
Washington,
birthday anniversary of Secretary ol
State Bryan ha3 served to call pub
lie attention to the fat that all of th
members of the Wilson cabinet are.
comparatively young men. Their av-ei age age is 50 years; and six month'),
whereas the ages of the members of
the Taft cabinet averaged almost 59
years. The oldest member of President Wilson's official family is Secretary of Commerce Redfield, who will
be 55 years old next June. Mr. Bryan
at 5; is the next In the order of seniority. Attorney General McRey-nold-- s,
Secretary of Navy Daniel and
Secretary of Labor AVilson have just
turned 50, while Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo, Secretary of War
Garrison, Secretary of the Interior
Lane, Secretary of Agriculture Houston and Postmaster General Burleson
y
have not quite reached the
mark. In marked contrast were
the ages of the Taft cabinet officials.
Secretary of Agriculture "Wilson was
78 and Secretary of the Treasury Mac
Veagh 72. Postmaster General Hitch
cock and Secretary of War Stimsonj
were the only members under 50 years!

hired a new cook. You know the
Centipede Ranch the one you set
over yonder by the
"Things are at a pretty high ten"It was'nt 'soon after it was sision Just now, and the boys have had
two or three rows among themselves.
multaneous," said Stover, darkly.
"We're beginnln' to see plain at last"
Yesterday Fresno tried to 'kid' WilHe went on as if to air the injury
lie about 'The Holy City;' said It was
that was gnawing him. "One day we
r
hear that this
over yonder thinks he can run, which same is
as welcome to us as the smell of flowers on a spring breeze, for Humpy
Joe had amused us in his idle hours
s
by running
to earth"
"Not really?" said Miss Blake.
of age.
"Well, no, but from what we see
we judge he'd ought to limp a hunTHE WEARY WAY
dred yards in about nothing and
her blue eyes shadowed
three-fifth- s
with romance.
seconds, so we frame a Daily Becoming Less Wearisome to
race between him and the Centipede
"Did she marry him?" queried Jean.
Many in East Las Vegas
Cook. With tumulchous joy we bet
"No, no!" Helen Blake sighed, blissWith a back that aches all day.
our wages and all the loose gear we
fully. "It was infinitely finer. She
With rest disturbed at
have, and in a burst of childish enkilled herself."
urinary disorders,
a
we
thusiasm
"I like to see them get married."
put up the talking-m'Tis a weary way, indeed.
chine."
You are at that stage.
"Naturally.
Doan-'"A phonograph?"
Kidney Pills are especially
But I think suicide is more glorious,
"Yes. An Echo Phonograph," said for kidney trouble.
in many cases."
Miss Chapin.
Miss Chapin yawned openly. "SpeakAre endorsed by East Las Ye .as
"Of New York and Paris," said Sto- citizens.
ing of suicides, isn't this ranch the
ver.
deadest place?"
Fritz Sena, 120G Twelfth
street,
"Our boys won it from this very
"Oh, I don't think so at all."
"Kx- Las
East
N.
lUex.,
Vegas,
says:
bronco-bustin"Oh yes, you do, and you needn't be
g
Centipede outfit at a
me
has
to
Doan's
perience
proven
that
tournament in Cheyenne."
pome Just because you're a guest."
Stover made the loca Kidney Pills live up to the claims
"Wyoming."
Well, then, to be as truthful as a
tion definite.
made for them. For several weeirt
"You Can So Gamble It Was Crooked." boarder, it is a little dull Not foi
"The Centipede crowd took their I suffered constantly from backache!
our chaperon, though.
The time
written as a coon song, and wasn't doesnt' seem to drag on her hands
defeat badly on Frontier Day, and and in the
morning when .ot up, I
swore to get even."
sung In good society. If he hadn't Jack certainly is making it pleasant
had acute pains across ciy kidneys.
kill her.'
been a guest, I guess Willie would for her."
"And was Humpy Joe defeated?"
Exercise brought some relief, but if
"Kill her!" Miss Blake's eyes were asked Helen.
have murdered him."
"If you call taking her out to watch
did not rid me of' the trouble. The)
round. "He wouldn't do that!"
You won't let Willie a lot of bellowing calves
''Was
"Oh, Jack!
he?"
Still
Bill
head
shook
his
get branded
murder anybody, not even Berkeley, entertainment," Miss
"Indeed, yes. He is a Mexican, and sadly, and sighed for a third time. "It kidney seeertiens pained In passasa
Chapin sighed.
while the people are here, will you?"
looked like he was running backward, and were highly colored.
Miss Blake leaned forward and read he has a terrible temper."
Hearing so
Miss Blake sank back into the hamcoaxed Miss Chapin, anxiously.
miss."
the inscription on her companion'!
much said in praise of Doan's Kidney;
mock. "How perfectly dreadful! And
"What made you invite Berkeley medal. "Oh, isn't it
"But really he was only beaten a
Pills, I procured a supply and
d
heavy!" feeling yet it must be
Fresno, anyhow?" was the rejoinder. It reverently.
heavenly to love a foot. It was a wonderful race. I saw
them. After I had tak
using
man
who
would
kill
This is no gilded novelty to him. He
said
Jean.
"It
it,"
you."
me
made
ol
think
ure gom, like himself!
You
en a few doses, I noticed a marked
is a Western man."
Miss Chapin lost herself in medita- the races at college."
should have seen him when he won it
tion
an instant. "Culver is almost
Miss Chapin numbered her reasons Why, at the finish of
Miss Blake puckered her brows try- improvement and before I had fit
race all the like for
that
that when he Is angry. Hello, ing to think.
"In the first place Helen. men but Culver were
iishedi the contents of the box, I was
sagely.
making the here comes our foreman!"
Then there had to be enough men to most horrible faces.
"Joseph," she said. "No, I don't completely cured,"
were simThey
think I have seen him."
go around. Last and best, he is the ply dead."
Stover, a tall, gangling cattle-ma-n
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
most adorable man I ever saw at a
Stover's lips met grimly. "I don't cents.
Miss Blake's hands were clasped in with drooping grizzled
mustache,
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
house-party- .
He's an angel at break- her lap.
all make faces," said came shambling up to the steps. He reckon you have, miss. Since that Xew York, sole
"They
agents for the United
fast sings perfectly beautifully you she. "Have you told Roberta about dusted his boots with his sombrero race he has been hard to descry. He
know he was on the Stanford Glee
and cleared his throat
passed from view hurriedly, so tc States.
your engagement?"
" 'Evening, Miss Jean. Is Mr. Cha- speak, headed toward
Club "
Remember the name-Doa- n's
the foot-hilland
"No, she doesn't dream of it, and 1
and leaping from crag to crag like the take no other. Adv.
"Humph!" Jack was unimpressed. don't want her to know. I'm so afraid pin around?"
"I think you'll find him down by the hardy shamrock of the Swiss Alps."
"If you roped him for Helen Blake to seen
think, now that mother han spring-house- .
Miss Blake giggled.
Can I do anythinig foi
"What made
brand, why have you sent for Wally gone, that I asked her here
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
ac
just
him hurry o?"
Speed ?"
a chaperon. Perhaps I'll tell her when you?"
s sweeping over the town and
young
"Us!" Stover gazed at her solemn ami old are alike affected.
Stover sighed heavily, and
"Nope!
"Well, you see, Berkeley and Helen Culver comes."
,
.
. . .
"We ain't none of us been the Honey and Tar Compound is a Foley's
1,
'T
ly.
didn't quite hit it off, and Mr. Speed
i uio
quick
wiver speaK ot film,
.
same since that
is a friend of Culver's."
You see, safe and reliable family medicine for
Miss Cha- but never as an athlete. Have you
it
ain't the financial value of that roughs and colds. A. S. Jones, of
ana Mr. fepoed settled things bi tvrcr.
pin blushed prettily,
"Oh, I sea! I thought myself that you, Hcl(? I mean, has he said anv
Phonograph, nor the 'double- - Lee Pharmacy, Chico, Calif., says.
cross' that hurts: it's the fact that the "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
this affair had something to do with thing?"
mangiest outfit in the Territory has has no equal, and I recommend it as
you and Culver Covington, but I
Miss Blake flushed.
trimmed us out of the one thing that containing no narcotics or other
didn't know it had lapsed into a sort
"Not exactly."
She adjusted i
stands
for honor and excellence and harmful properties. O. CL Schaefcr
of matrimonial round-up- .
to
cover
cusnion
her confusion, then
Suppose
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
'scientific
Miss Blake shouldn't care for Speed leaned back complacently.
attainment,' as the judge
"But he
said
when
we
won
That
after he gets here?"
it
sias stuttered
talking.
several
dangerously
muuiuuo menui. inure 10 us man you KNIGHTS TEMPLAR AT TAMPA
"Oh, but she will! That's where times."
eastern roiKs can understand,
Tampa,
March
19. Tho
Fla.,
Berkeley Fresno comes in. When two
n. musical unnie oi silver
spurs
reckon."
men begin to fight for her, Bhe'Il have sounded in the
Knights Templar of Florida met ia
and
distance,
sround
to begin to form a preference, and I'm tne corner of the
"If I were you I would. cheer up. Tampa today for the annual conclava
opposil
sure it will be for Wally Speed. Don't came Carara, the
saia
miss make, kindly, and with of their grand command
Mexican, his wide,
ery. In their
some importance. "Miss Chapin has
you soe?"
sombrero
spangled
honor the business section of the city
tipped
rakishly
a
The brother looked at his sister over one
friend
this
college
coming
week, and is
ear, a corn-huscigarette
elaborately decorated with tho
ne can win hack your trophy."
"It seems to me you drooping from his lips.
shrewdly.
Stover
learned a lot at Smith."glanced up at Jean quickly. colors and emblems of masonry. The
"It's that romantic Spaniard!" whisJean tossed her head. "How ab- pered Helen. "What does he want? '
is mat right, Miss Chapin?"
opening session was held in tho Ma- "He can it he will," Jean asserted. sonic building this
surd! That sort of knowledge is per"It's his afternoon call on M:tri:
morning and was
Can he run?"
fectly natural for a girl to have." dntta, the maid," said Jean. "They
devoted to the annuareports and the
is the intercollegiate chamnlon.'
"He
Then she teased: "But you admit that meet there twice a day,
election and installation of officers.
morning am',
declared that young lady, with proud
my selection of a chaperon was ex- afternoon."
The proceedings will conclude
cellent, don't you, Jack?"
aignny.
"A lovers' tryst!" breathed
"And do you reckon he'd run for
"Mrs. Keap and I are the best of
"Isn't
he
r.mi
eagerly.
graceful
"It's a Medal. Culver Sent It to Me." us and the Echo Phonograph, of New
friends," Jack averred, with supreme picturesque! Can we watch
them?"
xork and Paris, if wo framed a race?
dignity, "I'm not in the market and
Many sufferers from rheumatism
"'Sh-h- !
There she comes!"
got his frame gradually into motion
have been surprised and delighted)
a man doesn't marry a widow, anyit s an honor! '
From the opposite direction ap- again.
But Miss Chapin recalled her with the prompt relief afforded hv-how. It's too old and experienced a
"You're not looking well. Stover brother's caution
peared a slim, swarthy Mexican girl,
of the day before! applying Chamberlain's Limlnent Not
beginning."
an Indian water-jubalanced upon her Are you 111?" inquired Miss Chapin.
one case of rheumatism in ten
and hesitated.
"Nonsense!
Robert Keap is only shoulders. She was clad in the
Aot physical,
said the foreman
"I I don't think ha would. You see. quires any internal treatment what.
twenty-three- .
Why, she hardly knew straight-hanginnative
boltever.
checking the movement which had not he Is an amateur he
This liminent is for
.
Iter husband, even!
It was one of ed in with a sash; her garment,
might be out of all dealers. Adv.
feet were in yet comunicated itself the entire
"
those sudden. Impulsive affairs that
training
moved
ne
she
and
sandals,
ngth of his frame. "I reckon mv
silently as
The Idea!" exclaimed Miss Blake,
would overwhelm any gtrl who hadn't a shadow.
Bperret's broke, that's all."
FOLLOWS A COL'3
seen a man for four years. And
indignantly. "If Culver won't run. I PNEUMONIA
'Haven't
During the four days since Mis3
recovered
you
but never follows the ns
from
that know who will!" She closed her Ims
then he enlisted in the Spanish War, BInke' arrival at the
,f ' .
Flying Ut:r':
Honey and Tar Coinsioimfi
u
.
to the
and was killed."
and
turned
firmly,
Ranch she had seen Mariedetla fit'I have not, and I never will, so longthe
Ycu Uil your friends that v.c"i ?c ed coush, heals th sore ap,j if..,4'.
"Considerate chap!"
here
and there, hut is that ornery Centipede outfit has
ting noiselessly
air passage, an-you get your tror-hback."
"Roberta, you know, is my beBt had never heard her
speak. The pr"t-ty- , rot it on us."
i"K. inn genuine 13
-"
Do be nice to
"Helen,
friend, after Helen.
e oi
package. wiHi
expressionless face beneath the
"Nonsense, Stover!"
; y"I menu it!" (',,.!..her. Jack." Miss Chapin sighed. "It
,, f'IH r'lb.Hti'.iitcB
ll
;,
straight black hair had ever rtlaiaed
"Whut have, they done?" inquired
Jlh
J!:4 (:ror
.'JV
Absent-mindedl-

d

Mm. mm.

heat-wave-

foot-hills.- "

half-centur-

d

grub-slinge-

jack-rabbit-

cook-hous-

long-draw- n

night.--Annoyin-

1

cora-mence-

--

-

nt-iii-

foot-race-

cook-hous-

e

--

Vamos!

It's ten o'clock."
He turned his back on the Centipede Ranch that housed the treasure,
and in company with Willie, made his
way to the ponies. Two other figures
Joined them, one humming in a musical baritone the strains of the song
Just ended.

helpin' hand."
"No chance!" said Stover, grimly.
"He's sore on
'.
Savs it dis-turbs us and upsets our equalubrium."
Carara fetched a deep sigh.
"It's ver' bad t'ing, Senor. I don'
feel no worse w'en my gran'mother

1

8 EVEN

is too bad the others couldn't
come." its wooden stolidity, the velvety eyes
"Yes, a small house-parthas its had not laughed nor frowned nor
disadvantages.
what's sparkled. She seemed to be merely
that gold thing on your frock?"
a part of this far southwestern pic
"It's a medal. Culver sent it to
ture; a bit of inanimate yet breath
me."
ing local color. Now, however, the
"Another?"
girl dropped her jug, and with a low
"Yes, he won the Intercollegiate
cry glided to her lover, who tossed
championship again." Miss Chapin aside his cigarette and took her in his
proudly extended the emblem on its arms. From this distance their
words
ribbon.
were indistinguishable.
"I wish to goodness Covington had
"How perfectly romantic," said the
been here to take Humpy Joe's
place," Eastern girl, breathlessly. "I had no
said the young cattle-mah. idea Mariedetta could love anybody."
turned it over. "The boys are Just
"She Is a volcano," Jean answered.
uivneu-ueaneover losing that pho
"Why, it's like a play!"
nograph."
"And it goes on all the time."
"I'll get him to run and win it
"How gentle and sweet he is! I
back,'
Jean offered, easily.
think he is charming. He is not at all
Her brother laughed. "Take my ad- like the other
cowboys, is he?"
vice. Sis, and don't let Culver mix
While the two witnesses of the
ui
in this game! The stakes are too
Bcene were
high. I think that Centipede cook ii the Chinese eagerly discussing it, Joy,
cook, emerged from the
a professional runner, myself, and ii kitchen
bearing a bucket of water, bis
our boys were beaten again well, yo
presence hidden from the lovers by
and mother and I would have to movt the corner
of the building.
Carara
out of New Mexico, that's all. No
languidly released his inamorata from
we'd better let the memory of thai his
embrace
out of sight
defeat die out as quickly as possible around the .and lounged
building, pausing at the
You warn Fresno not to
joke about 1) farther corner to waft a graceful kiss
any more, and I'll take Mrs. Keap ol from the ends of his
fingers, as with
your hands. She may be a widow, sht. a farewell flash of his white teeth
he
may even be the chaperon, but 111
Mariedetta recovered
do it; I will do it" promised Jack-"- for disappeared.
her water-Juand glided onward into
my sister's sake."
the court in front of the

e,

"If

I

Knew He Dene It
Git Him."

I'd

"Name's Skinner," Willie observed
"It sounds bad."
"I'm sorry Humpy left us so sud
den," said Still Bill. "We'd ought tc
have questioned him. If we only had
proof that the race wa3 crooked "
"You can so gamble it was crooked,'
the little man averred. "Them Centipede fellers never done nothin' on the
square. They got Hump Joe, and fixed
it for him to lose bo they could get
that
That's why he
talkin'-machln-

Uiied

out."
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LOCAL NEWS

Spring is Here

WE ARE AT

J

Liberty Vf ji

?
5Jto ringjusl
Mjup when fJ
juin needjef

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

THE PHONE
MAIN 19

a. trip down town these windy da.ys,

To Be Cleaned and Pressed.

"The Wives of Jamestown," produced in Ireland and at Jamestown,
Va.

It Will Look Better

THAN NEW

Adv.

PHONE MAIN

,

The Ladles Aid of the Christian
church will m,eet tomorrow afternoon
with Mrs. A. J. Gerard on the Boulevard.

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Every

DRY

CLEANERS

P. H. LeNoir has moved to Mrs. P.
J. Murphy's home on fourth street

and save yourself

35

"The Wives of Jamestown," a two
reel Kalem feature at the Photoplay
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged tonight and Thursday. Adv.
in the wood. Direct from the distilA large number of reservations have
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.
been made for the luncheon that Is to
be held in the Commercial club rooms
Mrs. J. H. Woods of Chicago, who tomorrow evening and the affair prom-sise- s
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
to be a huge success. The manGeorge Fleming of this city, for the agement wishes the men who are
past few months, is seriously ill at planning, to attend the dinner to reMis. Fleming's home on Fifth street. member the fact that the dinner is
not to be a full dress affair 'tut mere?
How much gasoline is used by
ly a business proposition where brains
Drewry Brothers made a trip and not clothes are wanted. The lun-- j
from Milwaukee, Wis., to San Fran- cheon will start at 6:30 o'clock and!
cisco, 2,692 miles, on an average of everyone is requested to be prompt.
21 miles to a gallon of gasoline. The
Secretary Stark has worked hard to
trip was made in a Ford touring car. make this new stunt a success, and
Adv.
it is up to the business men of the
city to encourage the dinner with
The Fraternal
Brotherhood will their attendance.
meet tonight in the O. R. C. hall at
All members are especial8 o'clock.
ly requested to be present, as the
election of the candidate who is to
TOMORROW
represent the local lodge at Los Anat the Y. M. C. A.
geles in June will be held. After the
business meeting refreshments will
be served and dancing will follow.
Extra Business Men's class 4:30

'O- -

Morning

STEARNS
-

J. H.

PARISIAN

GROCER-

au-tos-

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

.

o'clock.

'

"The Wives of Jamestown,'' an
drama in two parts. Photoplay tonight and Th rsaay. Adv.

his-toric-

-

...

.

I

Regular Senior class

8

o'clock.

Tonight.
Y. M. C. A.

basketball team

prac-

tice.
The tickets for the
Pennsylvania State College Glee club entertainment will be placed on sale Friday
and Saturday for the railway folk
and on Monday will be on sale for the
general public. Thia concert comes
highly recommended by' Superintend
ent S. E. Busser and no doubt will be
well attended. The t'ekets will be on
sale at the Y. M. C. A.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

MIAN

i

i

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

J
1

i

i

t
(
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1

t

butter
crystal
PASTEURIZED

f

ASK YOUR. C.R.OCER.

1

i

IS MADE

i

FROM

IT SATISFIES

1
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CRYSTAL CREAMERY. Co
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After an illness of less than a week,
Arthur Patrick Moran, editor of 1he
Las Vegas Democrat, succumbed early this morning to pneumonia. Death
occurred in the Moran apartments in
La Pension hotel. Mr. Moran is sur
vived bv his wife and relatives in
Houston, Tex. The body, accompani
ed by Mrs. Moran, will be sent to that
place tonight on Santa Fe train No.
2. Burial will occur in Houston, prob.
ably on Friday of this week.
Accompanied by his wife Mr. Moran
came to Las Vegas early last spring.
He was impressed with the fine climate and saw possibilities of a good
business opening. Accordingly he purchased the curio, news and stationery
business of Miss Minne M. Thompson. Mr. Moran was a hustler. In a
short time he had built up a large
He increased his stock of
business.
curios and Indian goods and soon was
filling orders for that class of merchandise all over the country. Mrs.
Moran was an able assistant
A short time ago Mr. Moran enter
ed into partnership with E. J. Scott
and launched the Las Vegas Demo
crat, a weekly publication. He devot
ed practically all of his attention to
the paper and It was his ambition
to make It a weekly publication of the
highest class. Had he been spared
it is likely that he would have succeeded, as the first few issues have
been well edited and full of news.
Mr. Moran was a newspaper man of
many years service. He was employPost and the
ed on the Houston
Houston Chronicle as well as the Kansas City Jouirnal
an5olher large
newspapers.
Mr. Moran was born in Louisiana 40
years ago last November. He spent
the greater part of his life in Texas
in the city of Houston. He was a devout Catholic and a member of the
Las Vegas Council of the Knights of

Short funeral services, attended by
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for the Knights of Columbus and other
the week ending March 15, 1913.
friends, will be held this evening at
Mrs. A. Anderson; Miss B. O. H.; 8 o'clock In the chapel of the Las VeMrs. Sarah Clem; M. L. Hartley; Har- gas Undertaking company. Rev. Fath
ry E. McManns; Miss Emilia Madril; er Adraln Rabeyrolle will conduct the
The Knights of Columbus
Hugh McCall; H. T. Reneau; Cleofas services.
The Republican mines near Coyote G. Ulibarrl; A. J. Webb.
wil escort the body to the train.
Creek will be opened in the near fuWhen calling for the above letters
ture, according to tae reports about please ask for "Advertised Letters."
The Busines Men's Athletic club
the city. Marcus Finch of Denver,
held a meeting last night In the arF. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
who is the secretary of the corpora-- !
mory, which was interesting as well
tion controlling the mines, hopes to
as beneficial ta all present Boxing
have them running at full force by LINCOLN FOLK GIVE
and calisthenic work composed the
the latter part of April. Mr. Finch's
main run of the evening's entertain
son, whoarrived here some time ago,
ment
and all the boys enjoyed the
BRYAN A 1ELEPTI0N
left for the mines Monday to examexercise. A new rule was declared
ine the workings.
last night which if not observed will
cause expulsion from the club. This
GOES
STATE
OF
SECRETARY
is against cigarette snyking. O'Mal-leWilliam Springer, a member of the
HOME TO CELEBRATE HIS
M.
Y.
C.
the
of
and Hamilton both agreed that
A.,
directors
of
board
BIRTHDAY.
the members, to stay in the olub,
has donated to that Institution a cabpractice. Arrangeinet to hold the records of the phono-giapLincoln, Neb., March 9. Secretary must stop this
was
that
recently purchased. of State Bryan arrived at Lincoln ments will be maee toaay for the
bou
en)
Thia cabinet is made of fine mahog this morning and was met at the sta staging of the Chavez-Hit- e
to
be in the
is
This
and
Chavez
150
records.
expected
tion by a reception committee from
any and will hold
will be "fine," as the ftoys out it, as the state legislature and the local city soon to begin training for the
heretofore a large number of records Bryan club, under the auspices ot event Much Interest has been takhave been broken on account of there which the annual Bryan Dirthday din en In tho club lately and the members have improved wonderfully in
hpinsr no wav to care for them. On ner is to he given tonight.
A.
C.
M.
gymna
March 29, in the Y.
Mr. Bryan was accompanied by the art of boxing and other athletic
Fe
Santa
fifth
the
will
Mrs. Bryan, his daughter, Mrs. Ruth exercises.
sium
appear
concert. The New York Laaies' irio Bryan Owen, and Governor Dunne of
will entertain the railway folk and Illinois. They were tauen In auto
come to the city well recommended mobiles to a local bote: where Mr,
by Superintendent S. E. Busser. The Bryan held an informal reception,
company Is, composed of the following Governor Hodges ol Kansas, who had
Miss Augusta Gnmm, arrived on an earlier train, was almembers:
reader; Miss Jean Cooper, whistler; ready at the hotel with his party and
Miss Bess Johnson, singer.
greeted Mr. Bryan oii his arrival.
With Governor Hodges was a party
of state officials who will participate
If you
the BEST
In the banquet tonight.
Relative to president Wilson's
and most
statement on the Chinese loan, Mr.
Bryan said:
"The president s statement on the
Chinese loan covers the whole ground
and I am sure that it will be approved by the country. It is not
in Greater Las Vegas
and the season of the year is
merely a negative refusal to renew
wearers
the
approaching when
send your order to
the request made by the last admin
most depend upon the skill of
istration, but a positive declaration
of the president's desire to assist
the ironer for the "natty" ap
China and our own business interests
In every legitimate way.
pearance of her tub dresses.
"It can hardly be doubted that
Do you know we do this
China will be pleased with the pred-dent'- s
attitude and the Duslness men
work, and lift a dress from the
ot the United States will be benefit
We carry the finest
shows
that
to
one
common place
ed by the friendly feeling which the
of the
taste and refinement and makes
president's statement is sure to
clad?
arouse
CliinfiBe-the
seem
wearer
among
he
daintily

.

want
Sanitary

Every Woman Is

Interested In Dress

ii

A Good Resolution

o

to
p

t

Is to buy your Groceries, Meats and Bakery
Goods where Prices Are Always Right; where

n
A

o
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You Receive Prompt, Courteous and Fair. Treat-

ment at All Times.

,

"That's Us"

;

pi
(ii
i

,u

AT TUE GOAAF & UAYWARD CO. STORE

Bakery Goods

Bouchers

assortment

Our Prices Are Popular

Las Veas Steam

j

.t

Our Spring Rug Display Is Now Ready
Before buying your Spring R.ug
see us. We will both save money

J. C. JOHNSEM & SON
Complete Home Furnishers

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Vice
President.
Hailett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
11. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
,

E. D.

FIRST NATIONAL BANS
OF LAS VEGAS.

Laundry
Phone Main

81

67 Bought Arc

N.

M

t

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, 'and Undivided Profit;--

There me still thirteen states ol
the union that have nver had representation in the cabinet of any president of the United States.
Less than two years represents
the difference in ases of seven members of President Wilson's cabinet,
while there Is a difference of but
seven
in the aires of the youns-- Uj
t.
tlif.
ol'lent nii'iiiners.
tut and
s

Bakers Art
ever sold over

the

counter

Out Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and

Ac-

commodation Within the Scope of Good Backing.

Interest Paid est

Time Gcpssslst

3

k

m taacxisssTe

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO

LYE

IN THE CAN

"HURTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on ,4Himts" if you wevnt the highest"
quality ir canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS

SO

of "legal sparring,"

and Judge
for the defense, had the final
word when he secured an admission
PLENTY OF ROOM from the witness than the quality of
the goods and ability of the salesmen
had much to do with the number of
TESTIFIES A WITNESS IN THE machines he sold.

COMPETITORS HAD

HARVESINTERNATIONAL
TER TRUST,

-

TWO NEW

h,

SUBMARINES.

Washington, March lt. The gov18. Testi
Omaha, Neb., March
ernment yesterday contracted with
mony In defense of the International the Lake Submarine Torpedo Boat
Harvester company to the anti-trucompany for the construction of two
suit of the government varied la vessels, at $300,o00 for each submacharacter today, competitors of the rine, with the stipulation that they
defendant, dealers and farmers, be- should bo built by the Craig Ship
ing placed on the stand.
Building company of Long Beach, in
Christopher DunUle vi Omaha, San Pedro harbor, California.
manager of the Neoraska-Molin- e
flow company, a competitor of the,
WILL VISIT HAWAII
International in farm implements
Washingtong, March 19. Orders
other than harvesting machines, tes- have been Issued from the war de
tified that competition, in all the partment for the Fifty-fiftcoast arlines had been active and normal, tillery corps to proceed to San Franand that the field has been open for cisco to embark for Honolulu on lha
the introduction of new lines of army transport sailing for Hawaii,
binders for several years of his 'ex- May 5, Upon arrival at Honolulu the
perience.
company will proceed to Fort De Hus-seC. J. Chapman, a blacksmith
of
for station.
Ohlowa, Neb., found no trouble howl-lin- g
a competitive line of binders, he
GERMAN AIRSHIP RUINED.
testified. Last year he took the Acmo
Karlsruhe, Germany, March 19.
binder and other farm implements. He
new German military dirihnd never sold implements before, but Another
of the Zeppelin type was degible
his
of
as
as
binders
many
disposed
near here today. It was
two competitors combined. They both stroyed
launched
only a few days ago. The
behandled International lines. He
In two during a storm
broke
gan selling binders because he believ- dirigible
aviation
on
the
grounds.
ed there was a field for competition.
find
the
that
"Didn't you
argument
TREATED HIM UNKINDLY
that you were selling a binder net
Pueblo, Colo., March 19. Herein, a
controlled by the 'trust' helped you?
asked Attorney Crosvenor, for the Steel worker, was nem up Dy two
dlts last night, robbed of hia money
on
io
ilojand watch, stripped, beaten and left
"Oh, yes, that had something
naked on the ground. The bandits
mm, ft" renlled fa wltnenn
I
Cood nature eharaHerized this hi! took hi clothe.
'

h

y
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Fresh Every Day

235.000

'

Columbus.

BELIEM

CREAM

t

ii

h

1

j

Members of the Methodist basketball team are requested to be present tonight at this practice.

DEAD

y

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mm'n!
Foo, otM.m Qm imj9 G O CJ D Of

1

EDITOR OF

AND
POPULAR NEWSPAPERMAN
MERCHANT SUCCUMBS TO
PNEUMONIA

To The

Bour-

MAN,

THE DEMOCRAT,

Take that
White Serge Suit or Dre6S

at C:36

Try a dram ol Old Taylor
bon at the Opera Bar. AdT.

Call Us Up

''1

lamps

P.

i

